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STATEHOOD MATTER IS
AGAIN SIDETRACKED
Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, June 5. The
disposition now Is to get the approp
riation bills to conference, prior to
taking up either statehood or the rate
bill.
Foraker asked Dillingham, who 1b
chairman of the senate statehood
couiUiitiee during the illness of Bev
erldge, when he expected t bring
the bill before the senate. Dillingham
replied that he could not tell. This
answer threw Foraker iwto some heat,
and he responded that some senators
wanted to be present when the Al
buquerque park bill should be called
up.
The pension of John Blanchard, for
J30 was signed by the

returns are incomplete,
tions point to the

lndica
of Gov
ernor George E. Chamberlain, demo
crat. T he nomination and practical
election of Jonathan Bourne, repub
lican, t.i the United Slates senate,
over John M. Gcarin, democrat, seems
W. C. Hawley, republican
assured.
in the First district, and W. It. El
lis, republican, in the Second, apqioar
to be elected.

Indictment.

j sent their brutal
By Katherine Leckie.
treutment and vent
their vengeance upon their employers
Washington Crossing, Pa., June a.
It was a quiet mannered little woman, and society by soiling the meat prowith piercing black eyes and the; ducts they handle, in the most disdauntless courage of a tigress, who gusting and horrifying ways.
"Tuberculosis is not the worBt disobtained much of the most damaging
evidence against the Chicago meat ease common among the negro workpackers find acted as the dotective ers. Some are under treatment for
advance upen of President Roose- diseases which require treatment with
poisonous medicines and it is not unvelt's investigating committee.
She is Mrs. Ella Heeves Bloor, the usual for these to stop work, take
win or Richard Hmof. a I renton, :n. medicine and then handle meats again
J., porter, and the mother of six without clenslng their hands.
"The most frightful conditions ex
children.
"The half will never be, told ' she ist In the way of sanitary arrangesaid, jwhen I called upon 'her at her ments for the employes. Both sexes
little country home, here. "Much is and whites and blacKg use one toilet
too indecent to le printed or dis room. One room is considered suffi
cient by the packers for the employes
cussed."
There Is a ring or moral and phy on two or three floors. This is a
sical courage in the woman's voice. cause for great evil.
"One of the men that I took before
She speaks with commanding authority. She has proven her bravery, for Neill and Reynolds, the president's
she was under the watchful eyes of Investigators, has for years been in
detectives for the packers from the the boning room of one big plant. He
moment her mission was known at told me of one Instance where the
pork shoulder had 'turned green with
the stock yards, she says.
Although this is the first time Mrs. rottenness and was alive with magBloor has been brought into wide pub- gots. He asked the foreman what he
lic notice, she has for years been in- should do with it, and the reply was,
She 'Throw the
terested in industrial matters.
thing In,'
has traveled over the country study and it went into the hopper.
ing child labor conditions and has
"In the boning room, this man explained, the meat comes down chutes
lectured.
"One great menace to the health of to the boners. On certain days there
public." she said is such a rush of meat that It stands
the
to me, "is the condition of many of there until the stench from it 4s sickthe negroes employed in the pack ening, but that does not prevent it
ing houses. It is only since the strike from being canned. The floors in
that large numbers of black men and this room are sometimes two inches
women have been taken on in the deep in grease and dirt from the
workers' shoes, but that does not prevarious departments.
"For the most part thesp new vent It from leing used later. It is
comers are from the south and many scraped up with brooms, such as the
of them suffer from consumption, duo, street sweepers use, and used for
I lelieve, to the change In climatic soap or some other product.
"A butcher who has been in one
conditions as well as the miserable
working surroundings they are forced slaughter house for seventeen years,
to bear.
told me many things that I turned
"It is absolutely nothing to see over to the commissioners.
He was
tliise woiliers expectorate over the afraid, as many of them are, that he
floor and upon the meat, they are would lose his Job if he gave testihandling. Like a great majority of mony, still he prepared to go before
the workers of Packertown they re a commission and tell of the awful

LARGEST MEDICAL BODY IN

MRS. ELLA

things lie says he knows.

American Medical Association, With 20,000
Members, Began 59th Annual Session

steer he had killed. Th$ part around
about the abctss would le cut
out and thrown to the floor and the
rest of the carcass passed on.
"All of the refuse of these animals
goes either to the lard tank or the

butterlne tank.
"Martin Green gave testimony to
this effect. He said that butterlne
was made from the scrapings of the
According to this witness,
floor.
there are several grades of butterlne.
In the best there is some butter, to
The
give it the right consistency.
poorer grades are worked up with
says,
and formalskimmed milk, he
dehyde Is worked Into tnls better
grade of butterlne. Grsn declared
that the packers taught- rancid butter from the wholesale butter houses
to be used In the butterlne. According to this witness, the poorest grade

of the corruption of young girls at
the yards. He has been employed
there since he was a boy, and was
quite willing to give evidence, for lie
said he was going to reek work out
side. Ho told me of girls he has
known in school who had been cor
rupted. He said it was rather the
exception than the rule for the girls
to remain pure in the rotten atmos
phere. He said girls were made to
fear their bosses or foremen, and
would accept their attentions rather
than face discharge.
"This state of corruption was cor
roborated by a man named Ambroz, a
socialist member of the Illinois leg
islature, who, until recently, was a
worker In the yards. His two sis
ters are there now. They had told
their brother of the Insults offered
to them and girls at their sides, and

CANANEA TROUBLE

NEW YORK CENTRAL

THOUGHT NOT sociation was opened here today.
CONTESTS MAY RE There are several thousand
physiSULT.
cians and surgeons in attendance.
Fuller Details Given.
An election was held in every
school district of the county yester
For the first time in 41 years, the
day fcr the election of a school American Medical Association, the
trustee, and lucre is a question largest medical association In the
whether any of the new trustees were world, is holding fits annual convenlegally elected. The late lamented tion in this city. This Is the 6!na
legislature made a law, known as the annual convention of tho association,
r.Rio election law, which says that all which numbers
many thousands of
elections occurring within the county the best physicians of tho United
must be held with ballots bearing an States among its members. A great
insignia of the political party the many of the members arrived here
ballot represents, and that this em- Sunday and yesterday, and some preblem must be filed with the county liminary work was
done yesterday,
recorder, along with the names of the when also the opening session ot the
candidates, and that the official bal- American Medical Association was
lot must also bear a
of the held.
county recorder's signature.
The opening session of the AmeriThis was n t complied with in de- can Medical Association was called
tail in any scuool district in which to .filer at 10:oO o clock tais forenoon
elections were held. In district No. at Mechanics' hall, where all the gen.". which includes Rarclas, one ballot, eral meetings
At tho
will be held.
that of what is known-- as the IMavio opening session the delegates were
Vijil political faction, had tieen filed welcomed by the mayor of the city
according to law, but was not printed and Dr. Herbert L. Darrell, reprehearing the county recorder's signa- senting the physicians of this city,
ture. In this district, too, occurred and President Ix'wis S. McMurtry of
a warm fight.
the Louisville, Ky., responded, and then
Pitted against
Vigil party was what is known as the read his annual address. There will
koiner Ariniji faction, with Ramon be another business session this aflafoya at the uead of the tickit. Ac- ternoon.
cording to the count, j votes were
Resides the regular general sescast, giving Tafoya a majority of
sions, which will be held on every
Whether this unlucky number is to be forenoon and afternoon of the four
a hoodoo to Tafoya or Vigil, remains days of the convention, there will be
to be seen. If Vigil had complied a special meeting of the twelve secstric'ly with the law, there would un-i- ! tions into which the work of the
uLi'cdl.v be a quistion as to whether convention will lie divided. At these
not legally section meetings much
The Vigal candidate was
important
elected.
inwork of u technical
character,
Attorney cluding the practice of medicine, obAccording to District
Clancy, there is a question. Mr. stetrics and gynaecology, .surgery and
e lancy says that he doesn't construe anatomy,
hygiene and sanitary science, opthalmology, nervous
tile law to apply to elections of
mencommissioners, school trusteis tal diseases, tlieraputics. etc.,andwill be
its considered.
a:ui Justices of the peace. In
i
road scope, 1: appi.es to county
Daily Clinical Exhibits.
us. but in the first paragraph
One of the important features will
f the chapter, it might apply "to any
lie the clinical exhibits which will be
e.ect Inn."
re- nresentefl ilailv at the M:isMnchiiit
If an election contest should
sult, its termination will be watched General Hospital, lloston City Hos
Carney Hospital, Children's
for with interest, as It will decide a pital,
Hospital, and probably at the Good
; ivtty question.
Samaritan, the Infants' and Corey Hill
Hospitals.
There also will be a
Spelter.
Spelter.
special clinical exhibit given daily at
St. l.ouls. Mo., June
Mechanics' hall. Special committees
steady, at 5.'jo.
ARE
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FATAL ASCENSION

SHARES

OF TWO

ERONAUTS

For Nothing but

Picked Up.

ANOTHER AMERICAN KILLED TRAFFIC REASONS ONLY AND PROMINENT

MAN

IN CIVIL

Signed Road Now Has Large Holdings and War Is Now Dead in City of New
Witness Director for Its
With Life
Statement on the Condition of

Colonel Greene Publishes

medicine and surgery, and with daily
VOTES sessions
planned for the different departments or sections, the annual conSCHOOL ELECTIONS HELD YES vention of the American Medical as

con-i-tit-

He told of butterlne goes to England, being

President Diaz.

at BostonLarge Attendance.

BY THIRTEEN

.

PACK-INGTOW- N

how he had often been splashed with shipped to Liverpool.
"It was this same witness who told
the secretion from an abcess in the

Boston, Mass., June 5. With clin- for each hospital have Ixien appointics arranged for every department in ed, and their programs will embrace

ace-oui-

REEVE BLOOR. WHO MADE INVESTIGATION OF
CONDITIONS FOR PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

"Another one of my vltnesses gave
evidence of lax and indifferent meth
ods of the government officials. One
of the butchers told a story of a city
Inspector who had an office in one of
the slaughter houses, where he sat
comfortably and smoked a greater
part of the day. He had arranged an
apparatus which struck a bell at the
approach of a stranger. It was only
when this sounded that he got up and
pretended, to be busy.
"Dr. R. C. Milnes of Chicago has
any number of affidavits, each charging Secretary Wilson of the Department of Agriculture,
with incom
petency. Dr. Milnes claims that he
has written to President
Roosevelt
many times, but that lie has ob
tained no hearing. He was formerly
a government official and he alleges
that he was discharged for doing his
duty. Dr. Milnes showed a diary to
Mr. Reynolds that he kept during his
term of service. In this he makes it
claer that the hour for reporting in
the yards of the inspectors is T
o'clock: that none of these govern
ment officials ever put in an appearance until 9, two hours after the kill-- i
ing had been begun.
"The statement that the body of a
man who had falleen into a vat was
rendered into lard, made by Mr. Sinclair in his book, has been doubted.
The author got his fact from an Incident that happened three years ago.
I found that a man had met his death
In this way as recently as last March.
He was a Pole who worked In a fa
mous plant. The commission has
this fact. The packers must have at
least saved the bones of this Pole, for
I found that there was an undertaker.
But the coroner had no record of the
case, and the man's widow was paid
izau and sent out or the city.
"There are hard times In Packing-tow- n
now. I believe that the packers
are trying to silence their employes
by showing them JuBt how near star
vation and homeles8ness they are
through the power of the trust.
Saloonkeepers cash pay checks. My
husband stood In one saloon and saw
many of these wiekly "pay checks.
They ranged, for all classes of men.
from 69 cents to $7.70. Think of such
wages for a week's employment."

In St. Louis, Which Is Work- Of Stock of Coal Company, Being Blown Out to Sea Two
Which Was Given Free
Drown and One is
ing Hard to Overthrow

but

VIGIL TICKET BEAT

TERDAY
LEGAL

Neglected.

ful.

ALL THE WORLD

GAINS IN OREGON
Ore.,
June 5. Election

a

York-Conn-

the showing of interesting

cases, the
exhibition of specimens, special processes, apparatus,
instruments
and
the demonstration of operations by
surgeons at the hospitals. In order
that there may not be an overcrowding at any hospital clinic tho bureau
of information will only issue a limited number of tickets every day to
each one of the clinics.
Tho headquarters of the general officers is at the Vendome Hotel; (he
Brunswick is the headquarters of the
section of surgery; the Copley Square
for the section of obstetrics and
at the same hotel Is also the
headquarters for the section of pathology and physiology; the Ixnnox is
the headquarters for the section of
ophthalomogy; the Nottingham, for
the section of diseases of children as
well as for tho section of cutaneous
medicine and surgery; the Oxford, for
the section of pharmacology;
the
Somerset for the section of medicine; the Tliorndye for the section of
hygiene and sanitary sciences and for
the section of laryngology and ontology; the Touraine, for liie section of
nervous and mental diseases;
the
Westminster for the section nf stomatology.
An elaborate program for the
of the seven or eight
thousand delegates has bu n prepared.
The president's reception will be held
on the evening of Thursday, in Mechanics' ball. Resiles that there will
be numerous other receptions, teas,
and other entertainments for the delegates and their ladies. Tin- - headquarters of the ladies is at I'aul
hall.
New Harvard Buildings.
The new buildings of the Harvard
Medical School, which will be placed
In commission in September, will be
open for the inspection of the delegate during the four days of the
gyne-acolog-

Notice-Sudde- nly

Awake to Duties Long

ent laws, and three grades of cattle
with 'lumpy Jaw,' recognized as law

nt

REPUBLICANS MAnE

To Take

could be passed and used under pres

meat-consumi-

IN THE HOUSE.
Washington, D. C, June 5. The
naturalization bill passed the house

the men

are not enforced, but that they are
inefficient and that there should be
more stringent ones. ne also told Mr.
Reynolds that there were five de MAYOR DUNNE FAVORS THE
grees of consumption In cattle, that

Young Women Corrupted

and Criminally NegligentA

abuse of

authority.

PEOPLE BEGIN

"Dr. W. K. Jaques, head of the meat
inspection, told Mr. Reynolds that the
great trouble In Packlngtown was the
lack of laws. According to this doctor, It is not that the present laws

WorkmenGovernnient Inspectors Who Are Wilfully

Washington, D. C, June 5. The
discussion of the railroad rate bill, re
ported .by the conference committee
in the senate today, showed conclu-Bivel- y
that the bill will be sent back
to conference. The conferees announced that they expected this result.
Reject Uniform Divorce Law.
The senate today voted to Indefi
nitely postpone the Joint resolution
for an amendment to the constitution,
which would permit congress to enact uniform laws for marriage and divorce. This defeats the resolution.
Hale Wants to Adjourn.
Senator Hale urged all possible
promptness In the disposition of appropriation bills. "Do the very best
we may," he said, "it will be the very
last days of the month before we can
possibly get through." He gave no
tice that immediately after the close
of routine business he would move
to take up the naval appropriation
bill, and suggested this should be folbills.
lowed by other appropriation
Tillman appealed for the considera
tion of the conference report on the
railroad rate bill. "We expect the bill
to be sent back to conference, and It
should not take long to do that," he
said. Hale gave way. The motion to
proceed to the consideration of the
conference report prevailed.

Portland,

THE SANITARY

of the degrading

in the Handling of

in a Corrupt AtmosphereBeastly

Insinuates

to Albuquerque Park Bill.

n

PACKERS AND

iul.

Because Bill Will Not Be Mrs. Ella Reeve Bloor, Who Acted as Detective for
Presented in Senate
Neill and Reynolds, Tells of the Frightful

APPROPRIATION
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foraker

A

(ill

Affairs at

IHnigla-sAriz., June C. Ed. Howard, of Santa Barbara, Cal., is thought
to have been burned to death in the
lumber yard fire at Cananea. He
went to work for the company the day
before the riot.
Captain Rynnlng has been called to
Ph enix to explain his action in leaving the territory iu command of a body
of volunteers to assist in quellrng the
riottrs at Cananea.

y;

He-ve- ie

convent ion.

The American Medical Association
was founded in 1.M7, and has now
more than "u.uimi
members, among

every prominent phythin:
Most
sician in the L'nMed States.
of 'he previous conventions of the
organization were held in New York,
Philadelphia, Saratnea and Chicago,
where the headquarters of the association is located. The last time the
convention met in Boston was only
a few months after the assassination
of President Lincoln.

Interests.

His Mines.

COLONEL GREEN GIVES
OUT SIGNED STATEMENT.
Bisbee. Ariz., June 5. Colonel W.
C. Greene, president of the Greene
Consolidated Copper company, who
Is at Cunanea,
sent the following
signed statement to the Associated
Press today:
"Sjtue accounts of i ho disturbances
at Cananea weie very much exaiier- iated. The Mexican authorities
are
giving full protection to our interests. Work is In ing resumed at the
mines and the smelters. General Torres is in absolute control of the sit
nation. Evidently false and malicious
reports 'have been i xtensively circulated by in'enstel parties lor mercenary motives.''

Philadelphia,

Juno

5.

Insurance.
The

Inter-

state Commerce commission today

re-

into the

al-

sumed its investigation

ected

leged discrimination of coal cars. No
subpoena has been Issued for Presi-

dent Cassatt of the Pennsylvania
railroad.
For Traffic Reasons.
E. V. W. Rossiter, vice president of
the New York Central & Hudson
River railroad, said In answer to
questions, that he la a director of the
Beech Creek Coal & Coke company,
representing the Interests of the railroad company on that board. He said
that the railroad was given 5.0UU
shares of the Beech Creek company
when it was organized In l!H)l "lor
trallic reasons." No cash was paid
The Beech Creek
for the interest.
company was absorbed by the Pennsylvania Coal it Coke company, in
which the railroad company now owns
&,iiii'i shares of
common stock, the
name amount of preferred and f.'iiMi,-biworth of five per cent bonds. Under coii'ract with the Beech Creek
company, the railroad agreed to Interest itself in no other coal company
except the Clearfield Bituminous corporation.
Rossiter said It was against
the policy of the New York Central
to allow its officials to hold stock In
coal mining companies.
io

Milan, Juno 6. Capt. Nazari and
Slgnors Minolettl and Usuelli made a
balloon ascension Saturday with the
intention of crossing the Alps. Their
balloon was carried over the
and dropped Into the Adriatic.
Nazari and Minolettl were drowned.
Usuelli clung to the ropes and was
buffeted by waves for hours, being
finally rescued by a torpedo boat. Minolettl was well known and wealthy.
es

saulting party which captured
the
United Stales war steamer Harriet
Lane. Toward the end of the war he

commanded the line of the Rio
Grande, and organized the cotton bureau wuich supplied Texas and the
department
with
supplies. He had for years been connected with the New York Life Insurance company.
trans-Mississip-

BIG DECLINE

IN

I

i

Cleaning
Order From PacKers.

Houses-Gen- eral

Chicago, June 5. Mayor Dunne has
declared himself In favor of the city's
owning the slaughtering
plant, at
winch the packers should be compell
ed to kill their cattle and prepare the
meat for aale under a municipal supervisor.
At least three of the ib!g plants at
tempted yesterday to remedy the conditions condemned In the report which
the president made public yesterday.
Toilet arrangements were remedied,
floors cleaned, walls scraped, light
and ventilation improved. Foremen
were told that the rule against ex
pectoration must be observed or dis
charge would follow. The use of tobacco in all forms was forbidden.
Locking Door After Horse Is Gone.
inree sanitary Inspectors were to
day sent to the stock yards by Commissioner of Health WhalVn,
with
instructions to make a thorough In
spection of the handling of meat and
the nanltary conditions generally.
Building inspectors were also sent to
the yards to report any violations ot
the building ordinances.

ELKS ARE PREPARING
FOR GRAND LODGE
MARCHING
CLUB
COMMITTEE
MET LAST EVENING
ANOTHER

MEETING WEDNESDAY SILVER
CITY ELKS WILL ATTEND.

The meeting of the Elks' Marching club
committee,
held
last
evening In the office of Attorney Fe-llx Lester, was attended by a majority of the committee, and a
appointed to ascertain the
names and number ' t Albuquerque
Elks who proposed to make the trip
to Denver, as members of the Marching club.
This committee Is composed of J.
H. ; O'Rlelly, Walter Jaffa, C. A.
Hawks, Maynard Gunsul, Oeorge I.
Learnard. Jtf. Alandell, D. K. B. Sellers, T. N. Wilkerson, Harry Lee and
O. A. Matson.
Samples of the suits to be worn by
those attending the meeting of the
grand lodge at Denver, to le held the
early part of July, were exhibited, and
are cf white duck, white shoes and
white hat, the suits being cut on a
military pattern. '
A."W. Cavanaugh, who haa been an
acting member of the Marching club
committee, tendered his resignation
last evening, but on motion, it was
unanimously decided to lay the matter of his resignation on the table.
After some further minor matters
had been discussed, the meeting adjourned, to meet again Wednesday evening, June 6, in Attorney Lester's office.

Silver City Elks Going.
The Silver City lodge ct Elks, No.
are making preparations to attend the grand lodge In style. They
will have a
attached to the
Albuquerque Elks' s)eclal train ot
Pullmans, and this train will pick up
ofher Pullmans at Lamy, Las Vegas
and Raton, so that all New Mexico
Elks attending will have a special
train Into Denver.
Among the Silver City Elks who
have signified their inUntion of attending the grand lodge are Messrs.
and Mesdames O. C. Hinman, George
Salle, Jackson Agee, George Bell and
niece, W. H. Newcomh and If. H.
Belts and Messrs. P. P. Jones, Harry
Burgess, C. B. Morrill, William Casu-maHarry Barnhisel, Alexander McDowell, J. W. Carter, C. C. Shoemaker, E. M. oung and M. E. Cory.
The list is not yet completed, as
there are still a number of unsigned
reservations wnich will be signed for
in a few days.
415,

NOTED CONFEDERATE DEAD
AT AGE OF 71 YEARS.
New York, June 6. Colonel Andrew
Glassel Dickinson died yesterday here.
He was born in Virgiula in 1S3.". During the Civil war he was chief of
staff under General J. B. Magruder. SANTA
He was one of the ocers of the as-

THE
PRICE OF SILVER.
New York, Juno 5. There was an
abrupt decline today In the i rice of
liar silver, attributed to the recent
SOCIALISTS VERY ACTIVE
heavy sabs of metal for East India.
IN ST. PETERSBURG. Bar silver fell from ti'Vi'" to r.iic, and
St. Petersburg. June 5. The lower Mexican dollars declined to ,'ilc.
house of the Russian parliament
appointed a permanent commlt-- t COBURN MAY SUCCEED
BURTON, OF KANSAS.
e to investiga'e
the lawless acts
Topeka, Kan., June 5. F. I).
i f mi.'i.'ary
and civil officials.
secretary of the Kansas state
s
The ex'ent to which socialistic
possession of the Itoard of agriculture, who was ap- have taken
role'arht is evinced by the agrarian ponied i linen niaies senator io sucundecldti!
pio ;ta:n adopted by the radical peas- ceed Burton, Is as yet
grouped in the lower whether or not he will accept.
ant workmen
house of parliament, which aims ultimately n t only at complete national-i- PRINTERS' UNION NAMES
OFFICERS FOR NEXT TERM.
ion of land wita its attendant toIndianapolis. Inr., Juno 5. The intal il- - lition of private properly, but ternational Typograpuical
union toof Industry.
also
day announced the election of interna
tional Ulcers for two years, as folPRESENCE OF TROOPS
lows:
QUIETS RIOTERS.
President James M. Lynch, of SyraOhio, June 5. Quiet cuse, N. Y,
New York Money Market.
iliioiiiiboti' tile coal region to
Urst Vice President John
W.
New York, June :
Money on call, day. With the arrival f troops It Is', Hayes, of Minneapolis, Minn.
easy, at 3&3'-- per cut: prime mer- expected that peace will be comSecretary-Treasure- r
J. W. Brani
' wood, of Denver, Colo.
cantile paper, liilU P r cent.
pletely restored.

EST OF MEXICANS ARE
PLOTTING IN ST. LOUIS
St. Ixmis, Jui.e
The members of
the Junta of the .'.lexiean liberal party,
who say they believe t hat they ure the
persons accuse by United States Ambassador Thompson of having incited
the strike at Cananea, were found today at I'ttij I .a Fayette avenue, where
they are publishing a paper called,
"Regejieracion."
Antonio 1. Vlllareal.
secretary irf the Junta, is In charge of
the headquarters, lie said:
simply printing the
"We have Imi-truth about the conditions at the
Greene mines. W have been making
a right for a square deal for Mexican
laborers, and wo will continue the
fight. Our great purinise is to overthrow Diaz. We shad not depart from
that purpose until the work is accomplish; but we do tint hold ourselves
resjionslble for riot and bloodshed.
We have nothing to fear."
N

City Ownership of Slaughter
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FE MAY PLAY
WITH BROWNS HERE

Arthur Cavanaugh, representing a
wholesale commission house, and, incidentally manager of the Mcintosh
Borwns, returned today from a business trip to the southern part of the
territory, in time to learn that the
game scheduled to take place between
the Browns and the Santa Ke Centrals
next Sunday, on tho latter'a home
grounds, may not be played, owing to
the fact that the Santa Ke boys bavo
doubts as their ability to secure tho
St. Michael's college grounds for a
Sunday gamo, and as no other ball
grounds are available in the Capital
City, plans are under way for bringing
the Santa Fe team to this city again.
"The Santa Fe Centrals," said Man-agCavanaugh, "wired us that they
might uot be able to get the grounds
as tho St. Michael school, owing to
the management of the school objecting to Sunday ball, but that they
had wired the bishop asking permission, if this permission is not forthcoming they will no doubt come here
Sunday, as we have made them a very
flattering offer.
"Wo were In telephonic communication with the management of the
Centrals this morning and they stated
that they would give us a definite answer on our proposition between now
Judging
and Thursday.
from the
games played, and the great rivalry
existing between the two teams, I
believe that a game here Sunday between the Browns and Santa Fe would
pack the grand stand."
or
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MAY GOOD MONTH

FOR REALTY MEN

13,

F. Armijo

y

boy, and

FOODS

AND

Garrett's
N. M.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.

KOO0aOCKC3OO0XO0
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

$1,100.00.
May 25

pessimist bared his
The hard-time- s
moist brow to the breeze that fanned
g
trolley that was
a
bringing him to the city from old
town in six minutes.
"My, but isn't it dull?" said the
man who never looks on the bright
side of things.
This man had made $50,000, or possibly more, on Albuquerque real
estate. He bought lots twenty years
go. Now he has money.
"There are lots of empty houses
around town," continued the
man.
On some of the lots this man
bought twenty years ago, houses were
erected. These houses are old now.
That's why they are empty. There
are houses being erected in Albuquerque today that are rented before
completed. Over in the eastern addition, where some forty houses have
Bone up since the first of the year,
some of the builders put up a temporary shack to move into and then
build a permanent home over their
'beads. New nouses, if not held too
high, soon find a tenant, even though
the pessimist does say that there are
lots of empty houses around town.
As for real estate sales. May, with
Ha forty-si- x
transfers, was a better
month for the realty men than either
.March or April.
Transfers were recorded as foswift-movin-

ever-gloom- y

llow:

May 1 M. K.
C. Bullington,
addition, $1.00.
May 1 F. C.
to M. K, Wylder,
addition, $1.00.

F.

May

Wylder and wife to
lot 7, block 6, Perea
Bullington and wife
lot 5, block 6, perea

Jacob P. Jacobson and wife
12, block
,18, Hunlng's Highland addition, $1.00.
May 1 Arthur J. Mitchell and wife
to PrecillanO Nolasco, lots IT and 18,
block "A," county addition, $250.00.
May 1 John F. Noffziger and wife
to F. EL Goldsmith, east 71 feet of
lot 1 and 2. block 31, Huning's High
land addition, $1,400.00.
May 2 Max B. Perea and wife to
Mrs. Eliza Burdlck, lot 4, block 3,
Romero addition, $1.00.
May 2 W. S. Strlckler. et als.. to
The Woman's Club of Albuquerque,
hits 8 and 9. town of Albuquerque,
1

to Ferdinand Walking, lot

Broadway Land and In
vestment company to Georglanna B.
Kice, lot 4, block 20, Eastern addition, $125.00.
ay 26 Nathan Peach, et als., to
Lorenzo V. Beebe. lot 11, block 27,
Eastern addition, $175.00.
May 26 Broadway land nnd In
vestment company to Lorenzo V.
Beebe, lota 1, 2, 6, 6, 10, 11 and 12,
block 42, and other property in Eastern addition, $515.00.
T. U McSpadden et ux to Silas ItDale, undivided
interest in
one- east one-haof northwest
fourth, and lots 1 and 2, section 19,
township 10, range north 4 east, New

-

one-four- th

lf

Mexico, $1.00.
May 29 J. G. Donahue to Mrs. Lin- nie M. Donahue, lot 3, block 18, Hun
lng Highland addition, $1.00.
May 31 D. A. Porterfleid and wife

to M1ss Erne Yates, lots 19 and 20,
block 34, Perea addition, $1.00,
May 31 John T. Carver and wife to
J. F. Yates, part of lots ln2, 3, 4, 5,
6 and 7, block
1, Grant
addition,
$1,000.00.
May 31

Fred J. Otero to Andrew
Lawson, lots 18 and 19, block 16,
Perea addition, $550.00.

Fort Bayard, N. M., May 31, 1006
Sealed proposals In triplicate for Repairs to Public Buildings here, will
be received until 11 a. m., June 15,
190(, and then opened. Information
U. S. re
furnished on application.
serves the rigin. to accept or reject
any 'cr all 'proposals or any part
prothereof. Envelopes containing
posals should be endorsed:
"Proposals for Repairs to Public Build
ings," and addressed to Caipt. S. P.
Vestal, Qmr.

The report was current in Santa
Fe last Friday that Internal Revenue
Collector H. P. Bardshar was contem
plating the removal of his office to the
territorial metropolis of the Rio Grande valley. Mr. Bardshar said to the
New Mexican Saturday that ithere was
no truth in the statement whatever.
"It is simply a repetition of similar
previous reports, and If they continue
fel.000.00.
I shall begin to think after a while
May 3 Suvlga Salce to Angelo
people want me to move, and
Salce, lot 1, block 2, Belvedere addi- that
then I may consider It," was the re
tion, $50.00.
May 4 J. C. Baldridge to J. F. mark that he had to make concerning
Noffziger, east 71 feet of lots 1 and 2, the matter.
block 31, Hunlng's Highland add!
tlon, $1,000.00.
May 5 David Welller to Francisco 2(H.1ULE-TEA- r.l
C. de Baca, lots 33, block C, and lot 33,
block 3, Perfecto Arniijo & Bros.' adPURE
dition. $1.00.
May 5 Broadway Land and In
vestment company to Bartolo Chavez
and wife, lot 11, block "V," Eastern
addition, $150.00.
May 7 E. L. Medler and wife to F.
H. Kent, lots 6 and 7. block 20, Jown
oi AiDuquerque, jiou.ou.
May 7 E. L. Medler and wife to F.
11. Kent, lots 7, 8 and 9, block
fi,
Brownewell & Lail addition, and part
of lots 1, 2, 3 and 4. block "K," At
lantic & Pacific addition, $100.00.
May 7 Cornelia
B. Strother to
Lee B. Keiih, lot 10, bLck 7,
Hrownewell &
addition, $1.00,
May 8 P. F. McCanna and wife to
George E. Everitt, a tract of land in
block lo, P. Armijo & Bros.' addition
and block "G." Mandell B. & R. addi
tion, $1.00.
May 8 Broadway Land and Investment company to Viola B. BraUiard
lot 12, block 37, and lot 7, block 3i
Eastern addition, $1.00.
May 9 D. C. Wittenberg and wife
to I). A. Porterfleid, a part of block
O,
Hunlngs Highland addition

BORAX

Iil

tora

Face

wf

Skin

ff Hands

$1.00.

May 9 Surety Investment company to D. A. Portertield, lots 19 and
20, block 34, Perea addition, $1.00
May 9 Broadway Land and
com puny to Jacobo Gomez,
lot lo, block 29, Eastern addition,

Hair
BORAX

Broadway Land and Investment company to O. H. Klein-wor- t, softens water, makes the 6kin
north 100 feet of lots 1, 2, 3 and dear by lemoving Pimples and
4, block "U,"
Eastern
addition, Blackheads, whitens the Hands,
May

10

$100.00.
May

11

$8

INTEREST

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses

s

On

Iq

INSiOE

bees the Scalp from Dandruff and

University Heights ImBeautiful Hair.
provement company to E. H. Gibson, makes
lots 23 and 24, block lo, and lots 21 SCK0 FOR FREE 32 PACE BOOK
and 22, block 28, University Heights
' Boiax,
II your dealer hn t 20
$225.00.
no ubiitute. Write ua ancloaing 9
tac
name,
w
a
11
will mtul you a
dealer
and
May
Sarah Sullivan to Mlguela
and include booklet, containing many
C. Morris, lot situated on the north- facliii,
valuable tecipea lor the (.ompieaion, Handa and
east corner of Copper avenue and
Cnitago, ill.
Fourth street, $l.tm.
May 12 Peter Broddy to J. H.
Herndon, lots 4, 5 and C, block "E,"
Mandell B. &. R. addition, $1.00.
May 12 Terrace Addition ImproveBORAX SOAP
ment company to W. G. Tight, lot 1, ricana thorough. but will not injuia h aaoat
block 74, Terrace addition, $250.00
Ceiiista UUit; bgr wiU il ladtceluia, Atlara.
May 17 Arthur
J. Mitchell and Mia,
Mul-Te-

cenie-giviu- g

mmim oi

Oil
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHION, TOPEKA

Best Location

MALE HELP WANTED.

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

$1,000
800

CORNER

fice.

SAVINGS

.aW

book-keepe-

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Two Lot:,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

Ixiok-keeper-

ALLOWED

Furniture,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly madA
OnB
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIB West Railroad Ae.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenlnge.

&

8ANTA FE

RY.

in the City.

$20
WANTED Branch managers;
cash, weekly. Live at home. ExPORTERFIELD COMPANY.
perience unnecessary.
canvass
(Incorporated.)
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
B. F. CO PP.
FOR RENT,
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
house in
FOR RENT Three-roothe Highlands, $12 per month. AdCARDS
PROFESSIONAL
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
B)R RENT Two light airy furnish
NOTARY PUBLIC.
LAWYERS.
ed rooms. No. 215 North Seventh
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
streei.
Telephone,
174.
Automatic
Bernard S. Rodey.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
Albuquerue
ATTORN
524
housekeeping.
reasonable.
Rent
HAVE GONE TO MEXICO
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
avenue.
West Railroad
business pertaining to the profession
ON MINING MATTEkS FOR RENT Nice rurnlstiea rooms. Will practice In all courts of the terriwith electric lights and bath, for tory and betote the United State
James L. Seligman, J. W. Akers and
light housekeeping
and sleeping land office.
W. N. Townsend, of Santa Fe, were
purposes. Inquire at corner of
Ira M. Bona.
.
here yesterday and left last night for
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Railroad avenue and Fourth street.
a two weeks' business nnd pleasure
Over hardware store.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
trip to the Republic of Mexico. They
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
FOR SALE.
will go first to Durango and from
as
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
A$22-gstove,
cooking
there will Journey west to the Sierra FOR SALE
R. W. U. Bryan.
at
Apply
cheap;
two
months.
used
Madre mountains where they will ex.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
124 South Edith street.
amine mining properties in which
que, N. M. Office, First Nation-Ba- nk
titey are interested. They wia have 'to FOR SALE A handsome Haruman
building.
piano, In fine condition and almost
take a horseback trip of 110 miles to
X
E. W. Dobson.
For particu
new, at a bargain.
reach the mining camp in which the
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWCrom
Office
lars, call at this office.
properties are located.
0
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A flrst-ciasSCARCITY OF TEACHERS
shotgun; bran new
reled,
DENTISTS.
IN APACHE COUNTY
never has been used; one of th
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
There Is going to be a scarcity of
Dental Surgeon.
flee for particulars.
teachers in Apache county next year,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
says the St. John's Herald. Begin- FOR-SA- lJ3
Son parlor
A Vose &
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
ning right here In St. Johns, five of
grand piano, in use only four the
'phones. Appointments made by
Both
the seven teachers who taught here
months, cause of selling, sickness. mall.
'inquire
last winter are gone. Those who were
Will sell to first fair offer.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
at Nutrloso and Alpine are not appliat 702 West Coal avenue.
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
cants for the places again. Springer-vill- FOR SALE Nine unimproved lots on
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
will have to get another principal
orin rniru street; wm soon oe ac- p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
so will Eagnr, El Tule and perhaps
cessible to street car service. Will polntments made by mail.
both of the districts on the railroad.
sell at a bargain if purchaser Is
It has been many years since teachers
PHYSICIANS.
found at once. A., this office..
were so scarce. The school loards FOR-SA- LE
merchandise
Mygeneral
DR. R. L. HUST,
should be looking out for teachers at
business located four miles from
an early date.
Belen. A rare chance for some one
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
to step Into a nice money-makin- g
Tuberculosis treated with- Woman loves a clear, rosy combusiness. Will bear full investlsa-tioElectrical Current and Gerplexion. Burdock Blood Bitters puriGood reason for selling. Call on micide. Treatments given each day
fies the blood, clears the skin, reor address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N. from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
stores ruddy, sound health.
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
Mex.
and timber ranch;
Ok. W. G. SHADRACH,
OFFICER ATTACKS
FOR SALE--Stoc- k
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
PORTALES FARMER.
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
A special from Roswell says that
and Throat.
on Saturday last B. B. Parish, a dp-utfarming Implements. Two
houses, barn, and large corral. Only Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat
sheriff of Roosevelt county, met
West Railroad
two miles from railroad. Adjoining lines. Office, 313
and attacked Joseph Atchley, a far,
Plenty of avenue.
government reservation.
mer, on the public square, at
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
water. Price, $4,500. Easy terms.
and severely beat him, chargp.
u
dealers,
&
Co.,
real
N.
estate
ing that Atchley had talked In a man
Peach
212 West Gold avenue.
UNDERTAKER.
ner that 'he did not like about his
sister. Atchley drew his
FOR SALE Two sets oi snelviug, Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
and fired at Parlsa four times. Neither
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
BORDERS,
A.
man was struck. The square
counter. Commercial Club Building. Black
was
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
crowded with farmers who had come
and white hearse, $5.
to town for Saturday's shopping. Jus
LOST.
ARCHITECTS.
tico Morris held both men to await
preliminary hearliut In the sum of LOST SCOTCH COLLIE. Return to
Spencer
and V. O. Walling
W.
F.
501
reward.
Switzer,
Tljeras;
W.
F.
$1,000 each.
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
FOR THE PURCHASE Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
PROPOSALS
An Alarming Situation
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
Frequently results from neglect of
LAND MATTERS.
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
dogged bowels and torpid liver, until Building
Bonds" and addressed to the
constipation uccomes chronic. This "City Clerk,
H. W. S. Otero,
Albuquerque, N. M.,"
condition is unknown to those who will be received at the office of the
United States Court Commissioner,
use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the city clerk of Albuquerque, X. M., un- 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
best and gentlest regulators of Stom til 12 o'clock, noon, Juno 4, 1006, for to matters before the land office
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
CIVIL ENGINEER.
druggists. Price 25c.
dollars of city building londs of the
J. R. Farwell,
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certiASSESSMENT OF BIG
Room 23. N. T Armijo Building.
ARIZONA MINING -- OMPANIES fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
accompany each bid,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
As an Indirect result at least of dollars must
the action of the Arizona territorial said sum to be forfeitedby to the city,
Thos. K. D. M?ddlcon,
the bidder
lioard of equalization last winter three as liquidated damages,
t
ot performance by Office with W. B. Childers, 117
of tlie big mining companies of the in case of failure
Gold avenue.
Is accepted.
rritory voluntarily increased assess- him If his bid
Said city building bonds aro to be
VETERNINARIAN.
ment the latest valuation of their
the denomination of one
properties. The valuations submitted issued in ($1,000)
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
each,
are
dollars
by the companies are as follows: Ari- thousand
Office, 424 North Second street.
et a rate not to exzona Copper Co., $2,000,000; Detroit to hear Interest
Phiencs Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Copper Co., $1,200,000; Shannon Cop- ceed four (4) per cent per annum, Residence
'phone, Auto., 747.
per Co., $325,000. Last year the 'com- and are to be sold nt not less than
principal and
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
panies were assessed on values as fol- their par value. Both
lows: Arizona Copper Co., $817,000; Interest are to be paid in New York
payable
A.
is to be
L. Morgan.
Detroit Copper Co., $ioi,on0; Shan- city and the interest
on the firs days of JanThe INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
non Copper Co., $163,000.
uary and July of each year.
BUILDER.
Estimates are
TOR AND
Said bonds are to be payable at the cheerfully furnished; job work solicDeath From Lockjaw
Never follows an Injury dressed with cption of the city, twenty (20) years ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Second street, Albuquer
and absolutely payable thirty (30) 911 North.
ISucUkn's Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic and healing propertied prevent years after date. The right Is re- que, X. M.
Mood poisoning, chas. Oswald, mer- served ta reject any and all bids.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
For further information, address
N. Y.,
chant, of Rensslaersvlllo,
City
Clerk, AlbuquerMrs. M. Helena Leonard.
writes: "It cured Set'h. Burch, of Hairy F. Lee,
this place, of the ugliest sore on his que. N. M.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Hv order of the citv council.
neck 1 ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
Late of New York City.
.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
Burns ami Sons. 25c, at all
The latest scientific appliances and
Mav 2, 1906.
up to date methods for treating the
face,
hair ami scalp, complexion
Following the Flag.
A BULL HAS FUN
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
When our soldiers went to Cuba and shampooing.
IN SILVER CITY
A bull which escaped
from the an. tli, Philippines, health was the
Electrolytic Automatic Water Masstock yards at Silver City a few days liioi-- t Important consideration. Willis sage; Electric
Hair DrySer-M
Commissary
T.
retired
rgan,
his
aiio
for a time had matters
er; Radio Bell, one of the latest scien1,
of
A.,
No.
Rural
Route
charged
Mit
S.
1'.
own way on the streets. He
tific discoveries in the treatment of
"I was two the fekln by colored light rays and
upon a little girl on her way to school V ncord, N. H-- says:
years
two
In
the
ducking
and
Cuba
by
us
in
but she narrowly escaped
heat.
under a wagon. The bull lifted the Philippines, and being subject to Sl'lTE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDG.
King's
1
New
DiscoDr.
mil
took
waiMtn partly
with his Horns
Auto 'phone 726.
ver tor Consumption, which kept me
w;is driven away by three cowboy
picnic
baskets for aale at the
The
New
now
in
in
And
healtn.
perfect
shooting at h'ni.
Hampshire, we flnJ il ,n? t'8' niedl- - Mcintosh Hardware company's store
Doan's Regulets cure constipation, ii:i- in the world for coughs, colds. are indispensable for outing parties.
o
troubles and all lung distuie the stomach, stimulate the liver, I't'oix-liia- l
There's nothing so good for a sore
promote digestion and appetite and
v Guaranteed at all druggists'. t'.iroat
as Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil.
tasy passages of the howeU. Ask I'tii e 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
Cures In a few hours. Relieves any 5
your druggist for them. Twenty-fivA Citizen Want ad dos the work. pain in auy part.
cents a b.'x.
X-o-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

r

a.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

A. SLEYSTER

o

n.

M.

Officers) and Directors,

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDe
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
B. P. RAYNOCD3

,.

..........,.

....

President
Ylce President
Cashier
AMUtant Casfaler
.........
Director

V. a. DBPOSITOET.

j

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka

oc

High-Frequen- cy

WITH THtSE REPORTS

pip

WORK

first-clas-

Banta Fe Railway Company

V

ococcoa
'

AT

'A'-

5; v
fSOO.0004
$250,000.00

YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME
II

TUT

'

Stote National BanR
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted"
to Us care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its efneers.
DIRECTORS.

r

WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
F. H. STRONG.
E. A. MIERA.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

O. N. MARRON.

6--

SOMETHING WRONG

mm

Full Set of Teeth
$6.00
Gold Crowne
Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
Painless Extracting ....50c

liarber, at
shaving parlors, Socorro,

A

WANTEI Young man for general
merchandise store: must speak Spanish. Address S., this office.
WANTED Experienced cook. Small
family. Apply between 7 and 8
o'clock p. m. Mrs. J. A. Barnard, St.
Joseph Sanitarium.
WANTED A good, sound, gentle, riding pony. Price must be reasonable. Address with price, age, etc.,
' "C," care Citizen office.
WANTED Position by young man of
office experience. Speaks Spanish;
not adverse to taking outside work.
Address P. L this office.
WANTED
Gentlenien"s second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
eouth of viaduct. Send address and
will call. 11. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
r
WANTED Posit ion as
.
or assistant
Understand (stenography and can furnish
typewriter. Address, A. B., this of-

ACCURATELY.

ALL

tele-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.
WAN i ED

LET US FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS AND THEN
THEY WILL BE FILLED

May 24 Frank K. Sulzer, et als.,
to J. F. Sulzer, west 100 feet of lots
11 and 12, block 13, Hunlng Highland
addition, $1.00.
Record Shows That Forty-Si- x
May 25 Kate Adams to 'Walter G.
Hope, east 60 feet of lots 11 and 12,
Pieces of City Property
and east 50 feet of the suuih 42 feet
of lot 10, block 1, Hunlng's Highland
Changed Hands.
addition, $1.00.
May 25 Adelaide C. Shape to Carrie E. Fenton, et als., lots 11 and 12,
5AY IT IS DULL block 4. C. W. Lewis addition, No. 1,
YET PESSIMISTS

capita! ana surplus, $100,000

DRUGS

OF INFANCY.

a,200.0().

NEW MEXICO

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

USED IN THE FIRST WEEKS

Broadway Land nnd Incompany to Porterfleid
vestment
company, lot 8, block 19. lot 12, block
28, lot 10, block 3(i, lot 8, block 39,
and lots 7 and 8, block 47, Eastern addition, $1.00.
May 24 W. B. Childers and wife
to R. P. Hall, lots 6 to 13 inclusive,
block "D," Union Depot frontage,

ALBUQUERQUE

Tele-

A. D.
office,

offices

"

$2,100.00.
May 23

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

the Western Union or Poatal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an
T. messenger
or
send your ad with the caah to The Citizen

FRESHNESS AND PURITY OF

Otero addition,

m w

through them.

com-pnn-

block

v

rely upon It. to) we have not failed before, that your
not thrown away. We have aleo rented hundred cf houeee
by our want a da, ae well aa sold nearly everything we have adver-tlat-

LIFE OF THE INFANT IS OFTEN DEPENDENT ON THE

nnd
May 22 Alonzo B. McMillen
wife to Chas. Ilfeld, a piece of land,
42x100 feet, east of lots 1, 2, 3 and 4,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

d

THE HEALTH

"

5, 1906.

cn

nnd you
money l

IS

NEEDED.

THE

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can seexstt tt fof yon by - mll
want ad. in Th 9 Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

BABY

FOR

$225.00.
Mav 18 H. C. Paulson nnd wife to
Mrs. Mary Render, lots 3 and 4. block
3fi, Huntng Highland addition, $1.00.
May 18 Wihltnoy company to Llla
C. Conroy, lot 9 and fractions of lots
8 and 10, block "B," Simpler addition,
No. 2, $400.00.
May 18 Broadway Itnd and In

in vfl Jm farar to etlfjtoi ua
trim"
taaaadiatalr ur KMaltTarv arf tha patar1
X attara and raawtttanr ahoald to aridrwmd to
tmm Kjnvm PuaLmniNO CoMl. Drafta.
ahaaka. raafcaffica and axpraaa anonar ordrra

TUESDAY, JUNE

kk0HC0CCK00000

wife to Pedro Gabaldon, lot 2, block
"11.' Atlantic & Pacific addition, ii.oo.
May 17 Glo Dozza and wlfo to
Pedro Gabaldon, east 9 feet of lot 3,
block "R." Atlantic & Pacific addi
tion, $1.00.
17 Broadway Iand and In
May
vestment company to Albert M. Frost,
cut fi. block
12,
East era addition,

vestment company to Julius S. Eaton,
lots 5, 6, 11 and 12, block 48, Eastern
lirgait lUrtlian Mum Qftulttlaa. addition, $1.00.
May 21 J. W. Chasten to Porter- TINMI OF UtICRIPTIONI
company, lot 12, block 18, Eastfield
JS.00
........
la
.
kr
r
. .f ern addition, $1.00.
month
to aaalL
LOO
May 22 Broadway land nnd In
kr Mtt. mm
company company to Tomas
vestment
Datfy by Carrier, 60c per month GutHrrez, lot 8, block 29, Eastern addition. $150.00.
will to d.lfearaa: In Ui
Tn liumaaCmm
y
a M aanta par waafc, ar far to
May 22 Surety Investment
Mr Matin
aaka aw mm tX. warn paid Mrithlr.
to Peter Broddy, lots 13 and 14,
MTirtlilog ItUi Iid( IiOfD ei Application .block 34, Perea addition, $425.00.
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"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1$7I

L. B. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

y

GROCER

S

Por-tales-

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

SOME VERY

DESIRABLE
FEATURES
Are being added in the way of sanitary equipment, constant improvements dJing away with old difficulties. The low tank closet Is one
cf the march of progress in
modern plumbing, and one that is
thoroughly
appreciated by all who
have had to contend with the noisy,
high tank, not to speak of
porceinipr.ved traps,
lain enamel, etc.
Wt carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.
e

.

drug-gidts-

I

te

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT BUILDING PAPER
Always In
Covers more looks best, wears s,ock
,
p,
Cement,
'
longest, most economlacl, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

BHERMAX-WILLIAM-

v

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

k

'

.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

(

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

-

-

A

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

!

,

TUESDAY, JUNE
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ROCKEFELLER'S
NOT DYSPEPTIC
SAYS DR. ALLEN

Colorado Telephone Co. Spending
$100,000 in City Improvements

Saw Mills Employing
Double Shifts

Railroad Shops Employing More Men

Gaekwar of Baroda and
Wife Don't Like Ways

of Americans.
TOWNS BLOTTED

OUT AND

Railroads Changed Tor New
York's Water Supply-Bi- g
Gas Fight On.
Special Correspondence.
New York, June 5. What are we
to believe now? If ithere is anything
in this world that the people of
America have believed in, it was that
John V. Rockefeller, the great oil
king, has been a sufferer from a
fearful form of dyspepsia for these
many years, and that feeble health
generally had made him a thin, atn
tenuated man, Just fitting the
cartons that had become the
standard works of publishers and
readers of the illustrated newspapers.
Many people found much comfort in
believing in Rockefeller's dyspepsia.
It seemed, la some way, to equalize
matters. He had money; likewise dyspepsia.
We hadn't the money;
neither had we the dyspepsia. But
here comes Dr. Allen, Rockefeller's
family physician for many years, who
has
declares that Mr. Rockefeller
never been a sick man, and
larly has not had dyspepsia, and that,
instead of being a skeleton, he Is a
man of one hundred and ninety
pounds weight, which, by the way, is
within alout eighty pounds weight of
what Secretary Taft has after a long
series of treatments to reduce the
figure at which he tips the scales.
Dr. Allen is supposed to know what
he is talking about, and his declaration Just shakes our belief in everything. If we can no longer have a
thin, dyspepsia haunted Rockefeller,
what can we believe in? Have the
papers been stringing the public
manufactured
ideas of the
with
Standard Oil company's head, and
must we conclude that they cannot
be believed whenever they talk about
the public men against whom the
public has a tinge of animosity?
Here's Tom Piatt, New York's senator, saying he never swore when he
talked to a reporter, who in an alleged
interview, made him rip out the
strongest kind of an oath. It's time
stopped, or
this misrepresentation
when we meet these worthies in
heaven, we won't know them. The
public has some rights, whether
Rockefeller cr Piatt has or not.
living-skeleto-

INDIAN

It

is

PRINCESS DOES
NOT LIKE OUR MANNERS.

trustworthily stated that

t'he

wife of the Gaekwar of Baroda, who
is called the mahanfnl, does not
tertain a very flattering opinion of
New Yorkers. The Indian princess
evidently takes the things written
about her very seriousiy. She is
deeply distressed at being attributed
with strange and weird habits which
to the high caste Indian woman, seem
barbarous indeed. So in place of the
customary charming remarks about
our ibeautiful America, our handsome
men and lovely women, her highness
thinks New Yorkers are entirely too
busy; that some of them are really
quite lacking in delicacy in dealing
with royalty, and that they are always living at a high tension, which,
perhaps, makes them unaccountable
occasional
rudenesses.
for their
"America may be far ahead of India
is
in civilization,"
the princess
quoted as saying, "but in India we
would never make visitors to our
country so unhappy by pursuing them
as they do here. It may be the way
of civilization, but it is the first time
in my experience I have ever been
pursued. I have traveled in Europe
and England, and have never had my
slightest movements followed by a
curious crowd." Her English companion says that the princess is tothe
tally unable to comprehend
American attitude of regarding her
as a curiosity.
But Ithe Gaekwar and his wife were
wonderfully delighted with Coney
Island, finding everything there to
their liking, and varieties and numbers of attractions very much ahead
of anything they had ever seen. They
had none of the affected superiority
that some people manifest when they
are shown new things of meritorious
quality, but took much delight in the
sights as children, riding the chutes,
s,
taking in
going the
the spectacular events at Luna park.
and generally making a day of delight
of it, the Gaekwar taking copious
notes as he went from ono sport to
another, with an eye to getting tip
similar attractions for his people.
Their expressions of delight were as
ingenious
they were
as though
children playing with Itheir first toys
and Coney Island did its best for
them, keeping things going for their
special benefit for a long time after
hours, and when the time came to
close the Gaekwar was disgusted with
the throngs that rushed for the cars,
so the proprietor of one of the amusements took him to the city in his own
auto. There will be a Coney Island in
the Ciaekwar's realm in double quick
order when tho ruler has reached
home and settled down to business.
merry-go-round-

Albuquerque Traction Co. Building Two Miles of Extensions

University Heights the coming residence section
of the city Beautiful BO foot lots 2B to IBO.
Only 5 a month a A7o (Interest
The building

of

an Electric Car Line to the University will Doable
the value of this property

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T CO.
nave much to say aoout vull fights,
Mexican national sport, whieh
seems to have supplemented the
American national game, as far as
the Pass City Is concerned.

pose to attack the franchises of the
gas companies If they do not consent
'
to
demands of the people. One
of
methods of opposition proposed
Is for blocks of ten consumers to get
injunctions from the state courts
the gas companies from
either taking out gas meters or shutting off the supply of gas from the
premises of those refusing to pay
the rate that has been outlawed.
Prominent lawyers declare that the
legislature was within its rights when
It arbitrarily fixed the rate of gas at
80 cents, and that the legislature has
the power to disfranchise the companies and pave the way to the city's
condemnation of their property and
purchase thereof. This has a squint
towards municipal ownership.

Your Grocer Is thethe
a Safe Milkman outrestraining
He has

your milk in

cans
with all bacteria, dirt and foul
odors shut off. He knows that
air-tig- ht

Carnation
Cream
(Sleriliiad)
is richest in butter-fa-t
that it is
pure milk with nothing but water
taken out and nothing added to
"preserve" or thicken or otherwise
cheapen it He will sell you
Carnation Cream if he really wants

your trade.
Try it the next time you make oyster
, stew. You'll find it excellent.
Creek and West Shokan, all containing about six thousand population. Thge towns, of late years, have
had a large summer boarder business,
being in the shadow of the Catskills,
and great favorites of the lovers of
pure air. The city works will cost
IUO.000,000 and 15,000 men will soon
be employed in the work that will
take many years to finish. Yet the
rights of a great city are supreme,
as her citizens are entitled to get a
supply of the clement that is absoAnd
lutely necessary to existence.
so a desert has first to be made in
order that water may le secured to
be drank a hnudred miles away.
COLD STORAGE DEMANDS
$2,000,000 SKYSCRAPER.
Everything of consequence, now- addays, as soon as it readies large

proportions, has to have its skyscraper. And so the cold storage people are to have theirs, at a cost of
two millions. The entire upper part
of the building, embracing about two
million cubic feet of space, will be
equipped with a modern refrigerating
plant. All the fruit and vegetable industry will be accommodated with
facilities to keep their products in
good shape, store and basements being located in tho building for these
trades, cold storage pipes being put
in such places us are demanded by
the necessities of dealers.

GAS FIGHT MAY END
IN CITY OWNERSHIP.
GREATER CITY'S WATER
gas right is the greatest one
The
SUPPLY DESTROYS TOWNS. the city has bud on Its hands in

When tho great metropolis wants
anything, it gets it, no matter who
suffers by it. In reaching out after
a vast addition to its water supply, it
will wipe out several small towns in
Ulster county, ' a hundred and more
miles away, and supposed to be reasonably secure from any interruption
to their plain rural life, anil miles of
a large railroad, the Ulster & Delaware railroad, which these very towns
Winded themselves heavily to build,
will be moved from one to four miles
from its present bed. sometimes outside tho limits of the towns which
paid for it. Nineteen miles of the
track of this road will be thus treated. The largest of the towns and villages to be thus upturned and wiped
out of Shokan. It has a population
of one thousand persons, and West
Julley, nearby, has half as many,
twher villages are Ashron. Glenford.
Brown's Station, Olive Branch, Stony

The Wool Scouring Plant is
Running Full - Capacity

a long while. The legislature passed
a law reducing the price of gas to S'J
cents a thousand cubic feet of gas,
but the companies resist this, declaring it is not constitutional,
and
while the suit is ponding, they are
undertaking to collect the full amount
of $1.01) per thousand as heretofore.
Kesisiance is leliig made by users
to this procedure, and legal aid has
been secured, and organizations have
been formed to support the contention that the companies be paid b't
cents on their bills, and if refused,
put the money way in a safe plate,
with proof of the tender. The fight
will be a bitter one, and those interested wish to largely advertise themselves as champions of the people,
and will make all the trouble they
can to the gas companies There are
banded together In the Gas Consumers' league over half a million consumers of gas. and their advisers pur- -

the

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Automatic Phone, 29?.

National League.

Tne line up of the Big Six team of
Trinidad Is as follows: Stevens, first
base; Beardsley, second base, Owens,
Philadelphia
6 6
short stop; Currle, t'hlrd base; DiaBatteries Matthewson, Wiltse and mond,
left field; Bennett, center
Bowerman; Lush, Pittinger and
e
field; Colby, right field; Lochard,
'
Donovan and Dooin.
or Kendall, pitcher; Grove,
catcher.
American League.
R. IL E.
At St. Louis
Las Vegas has a city lengue of five
St. Louis
0 4 1 teams, but the
burg Is not game
1 6 0 enough to meet any
New York
outsiders. The
Batteries
Glade and O'Connor; Meadow City hopes to get In the game
Hahn and MoGuire.
about July. On account of Its cold
R. H. E. climate, the season 'begins later in
At. Chicago
Chicago
7
3
2
LONDON HOTEL APES
Ias Vegas than It does at other places
2 8 1 In Now Mexico.
AMERICAN MANNERS. Philadelphia
Batteries
Sullivan;
Pa'tterson
and
The Hotel Carleton, London, has Plank and Powers.
The Socorro Chieftain says: The
lecome a large purchaser
in New
R. H.E. Socorro Reds gathered themselves toCleveland
At
game, meats,
York, of refrigerated
G 11
2 gether last Sunday, went
Cleveland
out to
fish and oysters, canvas back ducks, Boston
.... C C 1
and walloped the mountain agVirginia hams, mallard ducks, diaanu
Batteries
Bernhard, Hess
gregation to the tune of 19 to 15.
mond back terrapin, and all the deli- Bemis; Young and Peterson.
Judging from the scores made there
cacies that are obtainable in this
R. H.E. must have been some artistic work
At Detroit
market, of the finest possible qual13 15 2 done on both sides.
It now remains
ity. The goods are stowed away in Detroit
Washington
4 10 1 for the Magdalena team to come down
a square room, which is really a reKillllea and Schmidt; and return the compliment, which
Batteries
frigerator, and the contents of each Falkenberg
and Wakefield.
the Chieftain hopes they win at least
basket Is frozen solid. The Hotel
try to do In tho near future.
Carleton has many American cusWestern League.
tomers in its restaurant, and they
R. JI. E.
At Pueblo
want the delicacies of their own land, Pueblo
6 il 4 A TRIP THROUGH
and they will got them If the enter- Denver
;
3 6 2
SAN FRANCISCO
prise of the Hotel Carleton can give
Batteries Vollendorf and Schrant;
it to them. The list of contents of Wright and Weigardt.
tho baskets makes a gourmand's
R. ICE. ON CANVAS, BY A DISPLAY OF
At Omaha
mouth water.
HUNDRED
TWO
AND
FIFTY
1 7 3
Omaha
OLl TIMER.
HIGHLY COLORED VIEWS.
0 9 2
Lincoln
Batteries Dodge and Gondlng; Ey-le- r
The actual destruction of San Fran-cicOFFICIAL MATTERS
and Zlnran.
by earthquake and fire, as It ocon that fatal morning less man
curred
Association.
American
Mail Service on Dawson Road.
ago. Each scene as
two
months
At
Railway mail service has been orV
by the camera, is
caught
Louisville
dered on the Dawson railroad from Indianapolis
the
7 and Mashed on a screen, holding
Dawson to Tucumcari, to commence,
spellbound for two hours. It
audience
City
Kansas
At
2,
190C.
July
achievements
3 Is one of the greatest
Kansas City
Postoffice Notes.
art, and Its
2 of the photograpuer's
Minneapolis
.1. F. Armijo hai
been appointed:
w
again
ill
seen
for many
not be
equal
At Toledo
postmaster at Armijo, Bernalillo coun-- ! Toledo
5 a day. The toppling over of the giant
ty, a fourth-clas- s
oilice.
4 buildings, the shooting of ghouls, the
C n bus
has been established
A postofflco
Might of the. people and the complete
Milwaukee
At
at Knsenada, Rio Arriba county. Itj Milwaukee
5 demolnion of the city are
is two miles south of Tierra Anrarllla. St. Paul
11 No pen picture and no words can deFredcilco Vijll has been appointed
scribe the extent and awfulness of
postmaster.
and
the Sail Francisco earthquake
GOSSIP
BALL
BASE
New Farmer at Santa Clara.
fire as do moving pictures. Whi n
Freeman A. Taber, of California,,
these views were mado tho earth still
has been ap)Kinted farmer for the
territorial fair di- quivered and as they were the very
The twenty-sixtand, rectorate is looking for a base ball su- tirst taken, so they are the first to
Santa Clara Indian reservation,
will relieve Samuel S. McKlbben, tern- - perintendent.
Ik- ffercd at public exhibition. .Most
Iorary app;intee. The headquarters1
of the great ruins they show have
of Mr. Taber will be on the Santa
F. H. Merkle, the long boy who since been tumbled to tho ground with
Clara river, ten miles nor'.hwest of played first base for
In the dynamite.
Be that as it may, they
Espanola.
fair tournament last fall, is pitching are worth seeing. Naturally there
New Mexico Pensions.
for Lordsburg this year.
has been a great demand for the picThe pension division oryhe departand they are being turned out
tures
ment of l lie1 Interior has granted penThe Browns are t be congratulat- as rapidly as possible. Of course, all
sions to New Mexico veterans as fol- ed (?) on the way tl:i y get out to prac- the pictures taken were made some
lows:
tice. Richardson and Collins were hours after the earthquake, but they
(iuadalupita. the only Brownie:: to show up yester- bring before one with terrible disI'olicarpio Zumora,
per month, from day afternoon.
... i a county, $12
tinctness the fearful destruction, and
;.
Mav 2. 1
they tire going to be valuable as the
per
Asa !.. Smith, of Raton, $10
The Browns are practicing with years go by. Peoplo interested
in
month, from April 27. I!ui2.
great regularity in preparation
for seeing how the stricken city appear.lose Felipe, Madrid, Chuperito, San the game at Santa Fe hunday, when ed a day or two after the first shock
Miguel county, $12 per month from they no up against the Santa Fe Cen- and while the fires
were burning,
April IS, l'.H't;.
trals lor the fourth game. A number should see these pictures. Complete
Alonzo White, of Raton. $l'i p r of fans are preparing to take the trip. in every detail, the most thrilling momi. nth, from May 2, lftuti.
tion picture views ever placed on exEl V asr
Emeison I.. Smart, of Socorro, $10
has finally organized a hibition, will be seen at the Elks' opper inoirh, lr in April 23. 1900.
base ill team with nerve enough to era bouse three nights and Saturday
play the l.as Cruees Farmers.
The matinee, starting Thursday, June 7.
Chamberof
value
you
tirs; game was pulled off Sunday, at
knew
the
If
Tins marvelous exiiibltlon Is a relain's Salve, you would never wish to Washington Park, in tho Pass City, production by the unerring moving
be without it. Here are some .f the and resulted in a victory for the Tex-ans- . picture camera of the most terrible
diseases for w hich it Is especially valThe score was IT t) 3.
casastrophe of modern times, tho
uable; sore nipples, chapped uands.
of
u by earthquake and fire
bites,
chilblains,
chronic
burns, irost
According to every outward indica- San Francisco an event, the Horror
piles,
salt
itching
eyes,
rheum
tion, the El Paso tans have their of which stirred the world from one
sore
and eczema. liiep 2.V per box. For "dobber" down
rii'lit 'his summer. extremity to the other. A descriptive
druggists.
Their
sale by all
v heme, cf which lecture will be given while these picmuch was taid early in the season, ture sare b. ing throw n on a canvas
The picnic baskets for sale at the seems to have been an air castle, ItiU feet square, showing a detail alMcintosh Hardware company's store which tumbled down with very little most indisceranhle with the naked
w ill
close
are indispensable for outing parties. dlscouragemtnt.
The El Paso papers eve. The i n'ertainment
At Philadelphia
New York

.. ..

K. H.M.
9 13

1
4

Dug-gleb-

De-vo-

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

Mag-delen-

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE & GO,,

ss

111

M. BERGER,

j

I

$l,HM)-manage- r

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if he tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should forgot the order), that you could not
find it, for every first-clagrocer
handles EMPRESS. You will aiwaya
find good bread, good blscuita, good
pastry and most important of eJL
good cheer to greet you when yoc
come home for your dinner. Try 11
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

o

i

I

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.
with a display ol 2.500 feet of the
latest and most up to date comic

M.

A pocket book with

moving pictures. The 'Frisco Motion
1'ieture company, which Is exhibiting money in it is a
tho views throughout
tho country,'
was fortunate in not having its plant; article good to have and fine to
destroyed by the earth's convulsions,
keep. A bank book which shows
and skilled operators took the views
that you have a comfortable sum
all through the terrible calamity from,
the first quake to the final destrucIn the bank Is far better than the
tion of the city. Heserved seats now
pocket-boowith money in it. The
en sale.
handler, safer and
bank
la
book
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 695(5.)
far more convenient.
Department of the Interior, Land OfThis bank offers every facility
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
190G.
for a bank account. Small acNotice Is hereby given that the folcounts are as welcome as large
lowing named 'settler has filed noones, and receive the same careful
tice of his intention to make final
pre f In support of his claim, and
attention.
that said proof will be made before
the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
A small business requires a bank
New Mexico, on July 5, 1900. viz.:
account
just as well aa a large
John M. (limn, of iJjguna, Valencia
county, N. M., for the north half of
business. A bank account is ad- the northeast quarter of section 20, snq
jo spuj iib o smx3tUK
township 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
to pnve his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

handy

--

viz.:

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

Kenneth C. C. Gunn, K. li. Mlllett.
0rgo II. I'radt and John S. Fradt, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
all of Iiguna. New Mexico.
A Citizen want ad is a good
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'
Register.
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Divorce Uniformity

The commissioners of the various slates, about to
lusseniule to devise a plan for uniformity In divorce legislation, will face a vexing problem. The divorce laws
of this country are as complicated as a crzyqullt. The
decision of the supreme court of Connecticut, the other
day, that a marriage Is dissoluble under the laws of that
state when on of the parties is an epileptic who by
falsely representing his physical condition Induces a
woman to marry him, shows one phase of the peculiarities that exist in nearly all the states.
For example, Minnesota, besides Connecticut, forbids
the marriage of epileptics. The marriage of lunatics is
void In Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts and Nebraska,
luit Is a cause for dlcorce In all the other states but five.
In Michigan the marriage of persons having certain constitutional diseases Is void. In all the states, except
New Jersey, Now York and South Carolina, marriage
licenses are reiulred. Generally in the southern states
and also in California. Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, Nebraska, Oregon and t'tah, marriages between whites and
persons of negro descent are prohibited; in North Carolina, Oregon and South Carolina, between whites and
Chinese. Marriage between first cousins is forbidden in
In all exfifteen states and marriage with
cept Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, Minneastrta, New York,
Tennessee and Wisconsin. In New York none of these
prohibitions Is made. It is the easiest state in which
to get married, and, with the exception of South Carolina, the hardest In which to get out of the contract. In
Nowr York the only cause for divorce Is adultery; In South
Carolina no divorce at all it provided for the Mate
stands alone in that respect.
Yet, the attempt to harmonize the divorce laws Is
not hopeless. There is really less variation in the divorce laws than in the marriage laws. It would be impossible perhaps to harmonize the marriage laws. But
this is not necessary. Practical uniformity in divorce
may be secured by the general adopt ion of certain fundamental principles that will apply alike to all marriage
relations, however variant may be the laws and conditions under which the relation was formed. Wo have been
a. long time talking about uniform divorce laws.
The
state commissioners will face a difficult problem but not
an impossible one.
step-relativ-

Should a public school teacher have a beau? This
is a question to be discussed at a meeting of school

boards In Wisconsin. Should she? The teachers, with
one voice, say yes. And the public must give the same
answer unless It wants its schools to be tcahcerless.
Hero Is the way one prominent Wisconsin teacher
puts it:
"Why shouldn't she? She Is accustomed t settle
other weighty questions for herself why not this one?
If she feels the liecd of the splco and recreation which
bagging game of this kind Is supposed to bring, surely
the privilege Is hers to enter the game of chance and
later draw from the matrimonial lottery the prize or
the blank. It is hardly worth while for the outside world
to trouble itself, for she will settle this thing fur herself."
Wo hope 'she will. It is her inalienable right. Just
cause she gives herself to the thankless, underpaid
work of teaching the young, it is not to be underst'iod
that she contracts away her right to liberty and the pursuit of happiness. There Is nclass of people In America
that has a bigger kick coming than the school teachers.
The man who cares for the hogs and cattle In the country receives moro pay than the woman who presides in
the little school house on the hill. Is !t fair? Do you
blame them for getting out of the work when the opportunity comes their way?
And now It is proposed to deprive them of their
beaux. Do you agree with the narrow minded school
directors who would put an end to the Innocent pleasure
which teachers derive from their lieaux, or do you join
In protesting against the contemplated action as an invasion of private rights and personal liberty? There Is
an old song which in this case fits well: "Is It Anybody's
Business if a Lady Has a Beau?" The answer is "No."
1
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Attempts to Kill
Rulers in 123 Years
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Alexander II, of Russia, attempt, by Karakozow, at
St. Petersburg, April 10, IStifi; by Bereszowskl, at Paris,
June fi, 18C7; by Alex. Solovleff, April 14, 1879; by un
dermining a railway train, December 1, 187!t; by ex
plosion of Winter Palace, St. Petersburg, February 17.
BJoft
1880; killed by explosion of a bomb thrown by man who
following
The press dispatches of lust night give the
was himself killed, St. Petersburg, 2 p. m., March 13,
extract from the report of the commission appointed 1881.
by President Roosevelt to examine the Chicago packing
Garfield, James A., president of the United States,
houses:
fhot by Charles Jules Gulteau, Washington, July 2. 1881;
No establishment visited has as yet abandoned the died from wounds September 19, 1881.
extensive use of wooden tables and wooden receptacles.
Marie Francois Sadi Carnot, president of France.
Nothing shows more strikingly the general indifference stablied mortally at Lyons by Ceasare Santo, an anar
to matters of cleanliness and sanitation than do the chist, June 24, 1894.
privies for loth men and women. The prevailing type
Antonio Canovas del Castillo, prime minister of
is made by cutting off a section of the work room by a Spain, shot by Michael Angolillo, alias Colli, an Kalian
thin wooden partition rising to within a few feet of the anarchist, at Santa Argueda, Spain, August 8, 1897.
ceiling. Those privies usually ventilate into the work
Juan Idlarte Borda, president of Uruguay, at Monterooms, though a few are found with windows openeing video, by Avelino Arredondo, August 25, 1S97.
the1
corIn
Many
Inside
are located
into the outer air.
Jose Maria Reyna Barrios, president of Guatemala,
ners of the work rooms and thus have no outside open- killed at Guatemala City, by Oscar Sollnger, February
ing whatever. They are furnished with a row of Beats, 8. 1898.
generally without even side partitions. These rooms are
Empress Elizabeth of Austria, fatally stabbed in
sometimes used as cloak rooms by the employes. Lunch Geneva by Anarchist LuehesI, September 10, 1898.
rooms constructed In the same manner, by boarding off
Humbert, King of Italy, shot at Monza, Italy, by
a section of the work room, often adjoin the privies, the
Bresci, July 29, 1900.
of
to
generally
unsanitary
state
odors of which add
the
Albert Edward, then Prince of Wales, now King of
the atmosphere. Abominable as the above named condi- England, attempt by anarchist, at Brnssells, April 4, 1900.
tions are, the one that affects most directly and seriously
William McKinley, president of the United States,
the cleanliness of the food products is the frequent ab- shot at Buffalo, on September 6, 1901, by Leon Czolgosz;
Washing
privies.
any
In
lavatory provisions
sence of
the
died September 14, 1901.
sinks are either not furnished at all or are small and
King Alexander and Queen Draga of Servla, murdirty. Neither are towels, soap nor toilet paper provided. dered by conspirators June 11, 1903.
Men and women return directly from these places to
Attempt to kill King Alfonso and Queen Victoria of
plunge their unwashed hands into the meat to be con- Spain by bomb explosion at Madrid, May 31, 1906.
verted Into' such food products as sausages, dried beef
and other compounds. Some of the privies are situated "
at a long distance from the work rooms and men relieve
themselves on the killing floors or In a corner of the
work rooms. Hence, in some cases, the fumes of the
urine swell the sum of nauseating odors arising from the
dirty, blood soaked, ratting wooden rooms, fruitful culture
beds for disease germs of men and animals.

Very Appetizing

An-ge- lo
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Inspection of Meats
So Far a Farce
ococoxxooccKooac

Impudent Demands
Representatives Wadsworth and Lorlnier are working
in the lower houte of congress against the president's
bill for the Inspection of meat products and of the method
of their productloa in packing houses. Wudsworth is rep,
resented as saying:
"By the time our committee gets through with the
bill, it will be in such shape tnat it will be thoroughly
acceptable to all the interests concerned. The packers
have been grossly misrepresented In regard to the
bill. It la not true that they object to Inspection.
On the contrary, they welcome an inspection. What
they do object to is to saddling the cost on them aud to
that I am opposed."
These two representatives should be held by the people in the eternal recollection of Infamy. What can they
mean by a measure "thoroughly acceptable to all the interests concerned?' Did the laws against highway robbery consider the Interests of the robber? These packing houses have shown themselves the merciless robbers
of the people by charging them extortionate prices for
diseased and filthy products. They did it of their own
free will and accord. They did it prompted like the highwayman by the devllsh greed for Inordinate gain. This is
their interest in the law proposed that they may be
permitted to continue their Infernal f raffle in the health
and happiness of the people. O yes, certainly, their interest ought to be considered. Don't let any law be
passed which will prevent them from selling their rotten
meats at immense profit.
But they should not be made 10 pay for the inspection, by which it is hoped to compel them to the honest,
healthful and cleanly preparation of their products. Why
is Inspection iiecet-saryWho is the criminal in this
ase? Who Is the sufferer from the vile practices of the
packers? What makes inspection necessary? Merely to
ask these questions is to demonstrate the gall, the shameless rapacity, the execrable unfailthfulnesH to the people,
alike of the packers and of their tools in congress.
Bev-erld-

?

For Local Slaughtering.
The reading of the packing
report will

make
house
many converts to the municipal ownership of abattoirs
or slaughter houses, and give much comfort and many
recruits to the pronounced vegetarian ranks. It Is o'teu
contended that lh American people eat too much meat.
This was true, perhaps, some years ago; but the packing house trust has for some time relieved the American
people of that charge, whether It were true or false.
Americans, up to the full growth of the packing
house Industry, usually ate meat three times a day, seven
days In the week, and every week In the year. I'nder
packing house rule, the average American Is glad to have
niqat once a day, ho high has been raiseil the price of
even the rotten and filthy products which the packing
house trust has forced upon the people of this country.
Probably, the 1est result from the light of Investigation thrown into the dark, filthy and deadly dens of the
packing house trust, will bo the return to home slaughtered meats, such as prevailed In almost every community
before the meat packing houses of the cities got in their
deadly graft.
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ASSESSMENTS SHOW

Snail Women School
Teachers Have Eteauxi

Dally and Weekly

By The Citizen Publishing Company

"Government Inspection of meat Is a farce, so far
as the home consumer Is concerned. 1 have taken diseased meats bearing the government stamp from wagons.
The small, independent packers have to be watched
more closely than others. In order to make it pay, they
deal in 'crips' and 'downers.' If an Independent butcher
will start on the Missouri side of the line. I will give him
a local Inspection that will Insure good meat. But the
solution of the meat problem is the municipal abattoir,
where the butchers can do their own killing."
The foregoing statement was made by Dr. George P.
Cutler, for several years a government bacteriologist
and inspector In the Kansas City packing houses, and at
present city food inspector of Kansas City.
"I have stood six hours alongside one carcass in a
Kansas City packing house. 1 did so to make sure that
the carcass reached the tank. One day, in another packing house, I and one of my taggers' were going through
a line of hogs in the 'export side." We found a trichinae
carcass. 'Put It over on the American side,' said the
tagger, and over it went. There Is no law requiring
trichinae inspection for home trade. That's how government inspection works. And what does a plumber or
steamfltter know about tuberculosis?
You'll find them
inspecting cattle and meat. The men are few, and every
iniepdimenl is thrown in their way."
Dr. Cutler said that, under the present system, and
the bill now before congress, the meat of the animals
killed and sold within ihe same state do not have to
have government inspection. It applies only to meat for
Interstate and foreign commerce.
Independents Forced to Swindle.
"They say It will drive the small Independent pack
ers out of business," said Dr. Cutler. "It would not hurt
if it did sum- of them. They can't make it pay against
the liig puckers except by killing Inferior cattle crips or
tlio.e Willi broken limbs, and 'downers,' those that fall
down from exhaustion or are trampled In transportation
There Is regular speculation in that class of stock.
"So far as local Inspection goes, we have no law
any more than a general measure of food Inspection.
Under that, I will provide inspection for meat killed In
this state. But the independent butcher can not compete with the packers. If ho could save the expense of
a plant and kill his cattle in a municipal abattoir, he
could then compete with the beef Interests, and the municipality would have supervision of the Inspection."
Dr. Cutler says he has frequently found meat bearing the government stamp that was purple and black
d
and some showing
veins. He said that
wan evidence that the animal was in fever when killed,
ami the meat should not be sold.
"One day." said Dr. Cutler, "1 met a meat wagou
driver carrying a side of meat out of a butcher shop.
It was miseiably thin and had an unnatural color.
The
driver told me that the dealer would not take it, even to
make sausage, and that side of meat had a government
stamp. Perhaps some 'tagger' had sorted it out of the
export side and put It in the American' side for home
use."

ADVANCE

SECOND MEETING SET FOR JULY
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We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

After transacting routine business,
of which had reference to
dykes, the Bernalillo ltoard of county
resolved
yesterday
commissioners
itself tut a county board of equalization, and sitting as such, raised the
valuation of property to the extent of
$20,noi)
and placed upon the rolls
7.4H) woith of property, that had not
Tup matter was hanae. n returned.
dled by the board in the form ot resolutions, which are as follows:
The Rai'es Ordered.
"Resolved, J nat the clerk be Instructed to n tify the following persons that the board of county commissioners at Its regular meeting on
June 4, 190G, made the following
changes In their assessments for the
year 190ii, and to further notify such
persons that said board will be in session July 2, 190(1. when parties inter
ested can be h.ard as to such changes
Is so desired."
Then follow changes In assessments
of real and pors nal property against
some thirty-fou- r
property owners.
None of the raises are large, the largest being against Nestor Annijo, on
real estate, of 3,45n.
The assessment of Mrs. L. B. Putney Is raised
$l,2u0, of W. Speigleberg, $1,500, Peter
lolk $1,850, Bachechl & Giomi $1 .04)0.
Security Warehouse & Improvement
company $l,00n, A. R. Armijo $2i0,
Mrs. J. M. Brault $250, Kduardo
Chaves $450, C. L. Copland $300, Al
ice Chandler
$4'i0, A. Clarion $200,
Joe Dazzo $300, W. V. Futrclle JfitiO,
Delia M. Hamilton $100, Jotin Krlck
$800, Laniorl & Matteuccl $800, Cms.
May $MI0, Sylvester Mirabel $000,
Montoya $.W0, E. J. Post &
to. $500, William Dolde $250, Hickox- Maynard company $500, Ix?arnard &
Llndemann $50o, E. Maharam $200, J.
if. Schuffleberger $00, Isldro Sandoval $100, Joseph Vaio $200, E.
L.
Washburn $00, II. B. Weiller & Co.
$15o, H. Yanow $25i, B. J. Baracab
$300, W. W. Strong (residence) $500,
(jorge Bowman $Jt)0.
Property Not Returned.
"Resolved, That the clerk be in
structed to notify the following per
sons that assessments
have been
made agalns; them for merchandise
snd personal property In the follow
ing sums, and furtner, to notify par
ties interested that the board will be
In session on July
2. 1906, t hear
complaint. On same, if any:
J. E. Bell $200, Mrs. A. Coverdale
$200, Ford & Hart $300, Gruner
&
Schelle $400, C. Grannis, livery, $l,0oo,
Holmes Supply Co. $1,500, C. M. McOuire $200, Michael Bros. $l,0oo, F.
Mori & Co. $400. J. W. Masters $400,
O'Brien Sisters $loo, A. O. Seis $500,
Arbuckle Bros, and i . F. McCanna,
agent, $1,500."
New Rule on Banks.
In accordance
with instructions
from the territorial board of equalization, the commissioners adopted a
resolution with reference to banks.
Under the new rule banks are to ne
assessed at tlo per cent of their cap
ital stock, the same as real estate.
The resolution adopted by the board
with reference to banks, as as follows:
"Resolved, That the assessor is
hereby ordered to assess the First
National bank, tne State National
bank and the bank of Commerce, all
of AllHifnier'que,
Bernalillo county,
New Mexico, in accordance with the
instructions, of the territorial board
of equalization to assessors and coun
ty commissioners for assessing banks,
and the clerk is directed to notify
said parties interested of such assessment, and to further notify said
parties that the board will be in session July 2, 190H, when the persons
can
interested ip, such assessments
be heard, if they so desire.
Bank of Commerce Capital stock,
;
!105,t
real estate, $3,37o.
Firs: National Bank Capital stock
and surplus, $150,000; personal property, ll.oiio; real estate, $15,200.
Stale National Bank Capital stock
and surplus, $uti,0oo.
Increased Valuation.
Assessor George Albright announces
tnat assessments from ever the county 3iv iretty well in. and the showing is decidedly satisfactory.
In spite
ef the fact that 57,000 head of sheep,
which were assessed in Bernalillo
county last year, but are this year assessed in ofher counties as a result
of the attorney general deciding uiat
sheep should be assessed ill counties
where they are grazed, the assess-nnt rolls for lttnti show an increase
over last year of $450,000, or an increase of about lo per cent on ihe
total valuation. Tnis speaks well,
hot It for the prosperity of the county
and of the manner In which assessments have been made.
Another meeting of the county
board of equalization is scheduled to
take place on July 2.

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits'

2

much

We don't do much blowing aoout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

Try

a

with satisfaction
ir
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If the

Ten Dollar Suit man will

do business in short order.

Clothing and
Furnishings

Mo

STAGE TO JEMEZ

SPRINGS

Fine

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore. (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can b bought at real
bargains.
G. S. RAMSAY,

X

West Railroad Avenue.

Starting

THURSDAY,

JUNE

A

g

On

250

HICHLvYIEcwsL0RED

250

instructive entertainment.
miss it.

Plot.

1

l'e

,

HOTEL AND CAFb,
better than ever.

head-

Location convenient and
New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home In
our hotel when visiting Los

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at tne Hollenbeck door.
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Who Is Yoxst Pltimbe?
us do your

plumbing FREE.
When you buy a gas range of us, we
Let

connect

QUALITY counts.
Our steel gas
ranges are the BEST, yet our prices
and terms are very reasonable.

MILL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

It

up, ready for use.

'Phone us. or come

Grand Central Hotel

see us, at

to

THE ELECTRIC BUILDING.
Public cooking demonstration
Friday evening, from 7:30 to 9.

next

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

tiling
' v5

Large.

MELINI

.iry Rooms.

Praces Very Rea
DINSDALE,

MAUGEP

WOOL
&

N. M.

Jersey

Colo, phone,

Jlk.

89.

Dairy,

1500

S.

B'way.

CURE the LUNC8

Don't

Nov

Discovery

FORfjOUGHgand
OLDS

TTTJIT

Oar

Dealers

TTVT

TTVIVKT

Delivered to Any Part of the City
Per Qaart 50c Per Gallon $2. 00
Special Price on Large Orders

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

&

CO.

Staple and Fancy

Pries
60c $100
Free Trial.

Bureat and Quickest, Cure for all
Til BOAT and LUNG TROUB-UEor MONEY BACK.

Hillslioro Creamery Butter
Kurth.

Best

Hod

KnifflitsofColiiniljus
ATTENTION

!

Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Return. Tickets on tale June
1. 2. 3 and 4.
Rate

Groceries.

sea 05

on

8,

1

Wholesale tiquo: and

DCCT

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Hiekin A; Co.'s Coffees,
n's Granite Flour.

Dr. King's
0NSUMPTI0N

S3

F. C. PRATT

KILLtheCOUCH

and

EAKIN,

ICS QSMHUi

Avery, Boston

ALBUQUERQUE,

6s.

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Ftnt
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilc.

sonab'e.

with Mauger

2
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WITH
An

A

SCREEN TIME

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.

Canvas, Showing

uai

THE
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7th

Thro' San Francisco

j

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

Trip

Mexico

COOOOOOC)OCOOCX3C)CODCXXXXX)

X

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

quarters at

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Geo. S. Ramsey
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Manager
Proprietress
410 West Railroad Ave.

Highland

blood-clotte-

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

A. C. Billcke and
John S. Mitchell
New

Albuquerque

3 NIGHTS.

on

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

invite their friends to make

First Street.

MRS. OWEN

SATURDAY MATINEE

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

om

Summer School

Elks' Opera House W. E.
WITH

Hot

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURE3 RHEUMATISM.

! New Mexico

First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed.

Is

Clothing and
Furnishings

EASY TO REACH.

FAYWOOD,

j

Dealer In
ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

3

Fine

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Springs

P. IWATTEUCCl

i

come here, we will

Faywood

Call-graph- s;

No. 103 North

YOU WANT IT

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

401

IF

MAMBELIL

The undersigned is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Kallroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
If your stomacn troubles you do
not conclude mat there is no cure, for
a great many have been permanently
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver 'lUblets. Get a free sample at
any drug store and give them a trial.
They also cure constipation and

Citizen Want ad.

NIGHTS

MONEY BACK

ib

Proprietor.

3

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits is right in every detail.
We guarantee
It and that always
means here

FILL HIS SOUL

-

hi aid your daughter urging the Kadleys
Tow ne- 2.500 feet of the newest, latest and
to move into that vacant house next door to you.
mcst up to date moving pictures.
Brow ne Ah! yes. she wants me to let her take singThe lots Vegas Optic has followed the example of the
New Mexican, and added the seventh column to the si.e ing lessons, but
refused so far.
'
' ! Seats now on sule.
Towne Mr r ally
of each page. This puts all the daily paiiers of New
don't see the connection.
Biowne Wi 11. she knows the Kadleys hate that sort
Mexico, but one, in the seven column, eight page class.
of thing and she knows 1 hate the Kadleys.
l'ri. .
. I'oc, liOe
The Optic Is congratulated on Its upward step.
and 50c

V

t

Our Ten Dollar Suits

According to Commissioners
Many Property Owners
Falsify Returns.

-

A

TUESDAY, JL

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Call at

Ticket

Office for full
rs.
T. E. PURDY, Ajent.

par-ticul- a

JESDAY, JUNE

ALBUQUERQUE

5, 1906.

EVENIM!

LT1IZEN.

NOTES FROM THE

SENSATIONAL CHARGES MADE AGAINST

PAGE FIVE.

PROF. ASPLUND

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

GAS, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER CO.

DESKS FOR. THE BUSY MAN

RETURNS HOME

mBjruimrmunvawH

Many Campers

at the Resort Prom Three

and Many More Are

'

The Man

Weeks' Tour of

of

Business

of the Home

Library

Territory,

Visiting High
The committee's report further matWe have just received a
a large
number
similar
of
Coming In.
Committee Submits Report on Charges
.Schools and Found
complaints
nad been received by
large shipment of
them. After Us reading It was adoptRoll Top
ed unanimously, and referred to the
for City
Cristy's
by Citizens-Archit- ect
Decks, Flat and Standing
IN EXCELLENT
city attorney, with but little discus- SOMETHING ABOUT OUR PLO.Lti SCHOOL
SHAPE
Desks, office Chairs, Book
sion, the attorney being Instructed to
Caseo, Typewriter
Stands
Reports.
Building Accepted-Oth- er
ste if the company had violated the
and Tables.
terms of Its franchise, with power to Special Correspondent.
Prof. R. Asplund returned
this
Wo guarantee our line to
act In the matter.
Jemez Hot Springs, June 4. Win. morning from a three weeks' itrlp
represent the best workmanKing the high schools of the terrl-clos- e
very
merchant
of
Taos,
a
and
MEETING
COUNCIL
AT
THE
COMMITTEE REPORTS ON
MUCH BUSINESS TRANSACTED
ship and highest class ot
neighbor to Ojo Callente springs, tory. Ho found a gratifying condition of
CITY BUILDING PLANS. is here taking
cabinet work:. The desk you
growth
Improvement
and
In each of the
baths.
the
The building, light and fuel combuy of us will not fall to
Col. George K. Neher and family tow ns having secondary
schools.
Attorney Klock mittee then submitted a return on the are among the numerous guests
pieces In a short time, thus
At the meeting of the city council being forthcoming.
are
These
the4
schools
at
to
accredited
causing you much aanjr
hi'l.l last night, much routine business took the floor and briefly stated his city building plans. After the rep. rt Hlock s famous country hotel, where university as follows: Albuquerque,
had been calltd for. Chairman Heaven
a nee.
was transacted, as well as some that reasons for addressing the council.
fried chickens and trout are served Santa Fe, Ias Vegas, Raton, Carlsbad,
He stated that he came, not only spread the council tnole with plans, in abundance. Col.
Our prices are the lowest.
was decidedly out of the routine.
year
(four
Roswell
although
course),
a
Neher,
and
property own- and immediately nil councllmen and
Alt-- r the reading of the minutes of as a representative of
In physical culture ing high school graduates may enter
believer
along First street, but others who ot'.iers as well, "got busy" examining and could not le made to believe a 'he freshman class of
the previous meeting. Green Watson ers
the University
plans and fcpeolflcat.ons that had few months ago
presented Ills claim for feeding pris- had occasion to use that street, as the
that he would ever: of New Mexico without examination,
been
as
inasmuch
by
well,
archithe
Retail
submitted
different
that
and
oners, amounting to flio.Su. which
have rheumatism, is taking the baths Farnilngton, Gallup, Roswell (three
Merchants' association had petition- tects.
iwns allowed.
regularly
aggrevated case of year course) high schools are accredl- After considerable lime had been rheumatlsm.for an
ed the council to give t.iem some reThe colonel authorizes ted to the fourth year of the prepnra-you- r
spent
In
existing
Mayor
manner,
conditions
McKee
lief
from
the
therethis
PETITION FOR REMOVAL
correspondent to say that as tory department; Clayton, Santa Rosa
OF STRF.ET CAR SWITCH. on, caused by the Traction company's rapped for order and the committee soon as he can navigate in good order land Alamogordo are accredited to the
report.
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to
beswitches,
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started
street,
that
308-31- 0
A petition
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he
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stated,
council to grant fhem some relief from
In addition to these, graduates of
oeauties to 1 he Evening Citizen office.
existing
on First thought wa-- about as unsuitable place ted by Architects LaDrlere. Crlsty,
itha conditions
W. F. Switzer, the tonsorial artist the Roswell Military
institute, the
Spencer
&
well
Wallingford,
as
city,
could
by
have
this
of
bren
chosen
street, where the switches of the
of the Duke City, is still at the Silver City Normal, the Normal Uni
V.
company,
Mies,
Pittsburg,
A.
Traction
of
petitioned
and
the
Fa.
he
springs.
Traction comrany have taken up so
versity and the A. & M. college may
The letter's 'plans, although a beaumuch room as to make traffic at times also that some relief be granted tne
Wm. Haxter, who was
here for enter the university without examproperty
structure,
owners
tiful
considered,
were
not
using
others
the
and
Impassable, was then read by the city
sometime, has been Joined by his wife ination nnd are entitled to such 'ad
as the architect, in submitting 'them, and consequently
clerk and referred to the street com- street.
vance standing as their courses war-is hnnTy.
building
stated
the
not
be
that
could
mittee, to be reported on at the next
hour wagon loads of campers came rant.
less
STREET
l3t?.P0,
for
CAR
erected
than
Just
SWITCHES
meeting.
in yesterday. This makes seven loads' The regents of the university real- CAUSE TRAFFIC BLOCKADE. 16,000 more than the count-.- ,
has to the past six days. The
mountain sides lze that the building up of a real col- on
new
a
He
spend
city
matfurther
hall.
stated that It was a
COMMITTEE POSTPONES
at tne springs will soon be full of lege and university department must
of
impossibility
ter
large
for
truck
REPORT ON FRANCHISE.
tents.
depend upon a close articulation and
The finance committee, when called wagons to pass on that street. In that COMMITTEE SPLITS ON
H. Totl Is the oldest member of the. relationship with the secondary
and
THE PLANS SUBMITTED.
the particular block, when the Traction
upon for Its report regarding
transient class hore. He has im- - high schools of the territory. As it is,
Alderman
,...., f9ra u'ofn
.. , . c ti li jln it
granting of a franchise to local pro- mninnnv'a
.
. Beaven spoke
, rv,In favor of proved wonderfully and savs the wh- - all influences draw stmlen'ta in i'
IUNlr niieie,
i""""
moters cf a proposed electric car line to the fact that the street was very ",e
ters of the hot springs beat medicines ern colleges. This condition can bowere
by
majority
of
a
conceded
those
body
narrow
the'
anyway, and that between
into the Highlands, asked the
all to pieces
changed only by keeping in cl
tor more time in wnich to report, tracks and the telephone and tele-- present, to have the best, interior ar
Col. J. B. Block, the oldest and best touch
with the local prepnro-yrangements,
but
the
not
did
exterior
granted,
iwhlch was
the chair re' graph iioles lining the curbing, there
hotel keeper in the Jemez mountains, ticuooia. i iii'se scnoois, moreover : re
r
with
meet
the
approval
aesthetic
of
they
have
would
marking that
like to
was not room enough for large trucks
filled a two gallon demijohn with Iron graduating yearly Increasing num. e
the report at the next regular meet- to pass, and tnat the large trucks theA council.
water
the
day,
other
and sent it, with of students and the number of hl"..i
majority report from the
ing, by nil means.
kept back the smaller vehicles so that
to the business schools is growing from year to yoar.
was then made, favoring the his compliments,
blockades at that point were of fremanager
of
The Kvening Citizen. iience tne regents and the faculty r
This Wonderfnl
plans of Architect. Cristy, with a few
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORDERED
quent occurrence.
sug- (Note The demijohn, filled with iron the territorial university are anxious
AT EDITH AND SIMONDS AVE.
The Retail Merchants' association's changes which the committee
water,
is
hereby
acknowledged, and to establish those close relationships
The building, light and fuel commit- petition, to winch Attorney Klock re- gested.
Machine Sews a
the boys In the front office are taking that will mean each year a larger
At this point in the proceedings
tee presented a petition to the coun- ferred, was referred to the street comIt
regularly, knowing that there Is no freshman class.
Wilkerson rose to a point of
cil, signed by numerous residents In mittee.
in using the water.
The superintendents, principals and
order. He stated that he thought t'he headaches
blocks 6, 7 and 8, in the Highlands,
Pair Half -- Soles
If you want a good ride from Albu teachers of the various towns are
asking that an electric light be placed BUILDING, LIGHT AND FUEL
committee should submit a report, querque
to
springs
ready
In
the
to
take
Block's
work
of
this
which
was
done,
lioth
majority
a
then
at the corner of Edith street and
COMMITTEE'S SENSATION.
e
stage. It leaves Albu- - unification. Mr. Asnlund reDorts that
avenue. On motion, It wrs
Referring back to the reports ol and minority report being submitted querque
in Two Minutes,
every Friday from Trimble's they all without exception are work- unanimously decided tliat a light committees, the building, light and to the council.
5 a. m. This is the only line Ing lor the strengthening of courses
at
iiarn
moved
Alderman
Wilkerson
then
should be so placed.
fuel committee sprang a sensation
study. The boards of education are
when Chairman Heaven, of the com that the matur of the plans go over with a chnnge of horses en route. of
for which We
realizing this necessity also and are
REPORT OF DIFFERENT
mittee, handed to the city clerk a re to the next meeting, and that In the Trip made In one day.
employing only college graduates as
CITY OFFICIALS READ. port which was startling in the ex- meantime an architect be secured, if
See the picnic baskets In the Mclrv teachers in the high schools. These
The reports of different city orB-- , trenie corUajninKi as lt uid, charges imssible, wjo would post sufllclent
Charge Only
tosh
Hardware company's display are considerations that are Tltal to
clals were then read.
a
guarantee
bond
to
erection
the
of
of oppression on the part of the Alba
window.
higher
Interests
The report of the city clerk for the querqueGap, Electric
in
of
the
education
building,
plans,
according
to
his
that
Light and Power
the territory. With respect to the
month of May showed a total of li- company, in the matter of meter would come witnin tne proposed
coming1 year, there will be represenSHINGLING JOYS.
censes collected amounting to $S36.25.
000
specifications
cost,
to
as
and that
flat rate charges, and other
The city treasurer's report showed acts which the report stated, were ' material to ue used in its construe- tatives in the university from a
(By Mrs. C. K. Pope.)
greater number of New Mexico towns j
llan,, May 31, an,ountinSiin direct violation of the terms of r.sUion. be Included.
Shingling
.IU ?ia,n.c,e.7n
Joys
on
fanthan ever before, several students
9 , 11
This motion was amended by Alder
franchise.
cies;
having expressed their intention of
The report of the chief of police
man Hayden to the effect that. Alderlaying
chance
on
moonrainbows
being on hand at the opening of the
showed 94 arrests for the month of jHE COMMITTEE'S REPORT
man Wdlkerson's motion stand, with
light's
beams;
soft
,
May. with $580 collected In fines.
fall semester.
The young men will
WITH STARTLING CHARGES. the exception that the council take Claiming to earth
ronnwritten
The nuilding inspector rejKirted 23
enter the engineering courses and the
The report in full, follows:
action at once.
mances;
permits Issued, totalling $20,450.
Ta, the .Mayor an,j ijoar(i of Aldermen
literary courses will be recruited
Catching bright thoughts, preserv- from
among the young ladles.
ARCHITECT CRISTY'S PLANS
City of Albuquerque:
of
the
ing
life's
dreams.
CITY PHYSICIAN CARNS
ACCEPTED BY COUNCIL. Making a mirage
Your building, light and fuei comwe
a
as
deem
REPORT,
real
MAKES LENGTHY
FURNISHED ROOMS.
The amendment carried, thus makbeg leave to report as fol- it.
The report of City Physician Cams mittee
Seren-rooing the plans of Architect Crlsty,
furnished house; large
Reaching
council.
for
He
was then read to the
sunbeams for earth's vnri! Hi,rto .n,i fr.nt ro. t.m iim
There are many complaints against which, were favored by the' majority
spot
darkest
etc.;' close to car line; will rent for
report cf the committee, accepted,
mold "
sphere God would that we;1he Bnmmpr or 1wutp for a VPnr.
in'r he' s v,
'N? and Powtr provided that he would give the re- That Is he
,, oueiflue Gas, Uectric
i
.) ,.
.
,
company, and its abuse of Its fran-- , quired iKind.
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
reproach to any people," and the folme spuere we ionowetn
mil iiiai is .t
This bond question was brought up
0
lowing recommendations were includ- chlse.
not.
TAKE A PLUNGE
the
Two of these have been reduced to for the purpose of forestalling
.
report:
in
in
ed
the
the
nuyiiig of "a pig in a poke," as Mayor
writing, and accompany this report.
218 S. Second
The picnic baskets for sale at the,
Opposite Postoffice
"I would recommend for Its pre- SWIMMING POOL.
company insists upon the right McKee put lt. which might hae ocine
in-public
Mcintosh
504
vention, first, tnat ue
Hardware company's store
le ' to refuse to furnish citizens of Alhu- - curred, had plans been accepted and
North First Street. Open Daily,
are indispensable for outing parties.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
formed through the daily press, to boil
j
m,
unuur work started, only to find, when it
"
all water before using for atl pur- too
was
building
late,
would
the
that
,he, lamp rates fixed by the ordinance,
poses. Second, all families in which am
,he rls,ht to I,,ace a cost more than $30,000.
infs,s
typhoid fever exists, to 'be prohibited
and to refuse to
,in
selling
such
time
milk until
from
meter unless a diposit is OUTLINE OF PLAN
.v,
i
J'lilace
i... hl,t.t
FOR CRISTY
BUILDING.
Mflr;;; that the miTk soli is free from !,"a'1,: '"'furnishing tne. meter of $
After the adoption of Architect
the
consumer
desires
the
infection. Third, the nurse to take
Cristy's plans, which call for a build"
oi o n ing to lie construc ted of cement
"r "ol- ""'sn
all sanitary precautions and that
blocks
pay
light
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
In
addition
to
for
consumed
functions of physicians be carried the future
and pressed brick, with ornamental
your
I
would recommend that
out.
corners,
roof,
at
tiles
the
a
and
tile
sweating.
trouble to use.
As the committee understands the
city physician le instructed to 'have
the fire department to be Included in
comfranchise
duty
of
the
and
this
pracblanks printed, and that each
the building, and .he liolice station
ticing physician be furnished with a. pany, it cannot compel the placing of jail, and certain city offices occupying
a
if
dethe
consumer
meter
not
does
supply gratis; this blank to be filled
the first floor, with the city council
cannot de- chambers,
out with the name, location, age, sex sire it, and it certainly
the quarters for the fire211 South Second Street
$5
deposit
mtter,
a
of
for
the
mand
men, and ether municipal offices to
and color of patient; also the sources when
Is
not
desired,
to
it
and
refuse
THE BLUE FRONT.
of milk and water supply. In this furnish light
occupy the second floor, Alderman
unless the deposit of $5 Hanley arose and made a motion that
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
way the board of health can more inWE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
telligently get at the source of the for the meter is made.
iplans,
all
who
lie
architects
drew
DATING FROM JUNE 5, 1906, OUR
One of the complaints attached
disease and remedy it."
for the material used, to
IF YOU WANT THE
hereto shows that this company re- recompensed
PARLOR WILL BE OPEN AND WE
$20 eacii.
the
When
asked
extent
of
"BEST ON EARTH"
fuses to furnish light unless all light if this included
MORTALITY STATISTICS FOR
tiie out of town archi
SOLICIT
THE
PATRONAGE
OF
MONTH OF MAY. is bought from them. This is with- tects, Alderman Hanley said no, makCigars for the price asked, make no
In addition to giving tne minutes out a doubt a violation of the clause ing
WIELDERS OF THE CUE. BEST
the same reply when Alderman
delay In trying one or a box Of th
of the meetings of the board ofhealth-fo- r of the franchise, which requires the iieaven
he,
since
he
had
if
asked
TABLES. AND EQUIPMENT IN THE
May, the report contained the fol- company to furnish electricity to the
White Uly brand. TLere's a cigar
drawings,
get
to
"was
several
made
lowing mortality statistics:
inhabitants of the city.
for you! Inspect the filler and binder.
SOUTHWEST. BEST LINE OF CIwas voted down,
This
motion
$0.
Numerous other complaints nave
Total number of deaths from all
The White Lily is delightful as Ut
but a motion made extending to all
GARS AND TOBACCO IN THE CITY.
causes, 33. Four of these were in- lieen made to this committee along architects
aroma, free burning and easy to
a vote of thanks from the
smoke, down to the last quarter of
fants under one year of age. Of dece- the same lines.
unanimously.
passed
council
an inch. If you know of a better cidents, 17 were Americans, 9 Mexlt would be exceedingly onerous
gar for the cash, than the White Lily,
icans, 2 Germans, 3 Irish and 1 Jap- upon and unjust to the citizens of A- NO BIDS FOR BONDS
lbuquerque to compel each individual
anese.
"show us." Five cents for one; fl
BEEN
HAVE
RECEIVED.
Two cases of typhoid were report- to fight the company for his rights
for box of fifty.
City Clerk Leo stated tnat the tune
month,
franchise.
the
no
with
ed for the
deaths. under
on the bonds for the con-s- i
bidding
for
Pneumonia,
Urlgnt's c.isease. 2;
2:
met Ion of the building had expired
dyspepsia, 2; old age, 3; hemophilia. CITY PAYING EIGHT DOLLARS
LIGHTS. yesterday at noon, but thai no 4ids
FOR
1; diphtheria, 1; spinal
meningitis,
113 'a WEST RAILROAD
AVENUft.
The attention of the council is had been received.
1;
1; acute congestion of bowels,
Alderman lyearnanl then moved
also
called to 'the fact that the commorphine,
iciveidose of
i; maltnutri
for
sale
be
advertised
the
that
bonds
Hon, 1; asthma, 1;
diabetes, 1 jn.!!any has not fulfilled its contract by until July 1, at
per cent, that adfurnishing all lishts required upon
Jury, 1.
of same be Inserted In
rim miQi r,mi- - ,,f i.trtha r..,irt. tne moonlight schedule, uut nas ot- - vertisements
;il papers and marked copies sent
tained the right from the c, uncil to
ed was
furnish all nijiit lights at $8 per i bond buyers in the east, anil that
REPORT FROM SEWER
month when requested to furnish the bond sale be advertised in one
east also,
EXPERT NEXT MEETING.; moonlight schedule lights at $3 on good financial paper of the
After the reading of the several or- - t :ie ph a tliat u Is unable to furnish all of which was carried unanimously.
Berber-Gros- e
The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
I poll motion of Alderman Ix'arnard
dinances, on their second hearing, the the moonlight schedule lights until
adjourm-dsubject
lo
council
the
,
then
hli one of which related to the plac-- some future time. There is no conduties lighter, the cares less,
health, prolongs your life and
ing of the dog catcher and pound mas- - sideration for this agreement upon tiie call of the mayor.
and the worries fewer.
protects your home.
ter under the supervision of the mar- - the pain of the council to allow the
hal instead of the humane officer, romiany to charge f:r iiK'it we do JOHN A. LOGAN
Mayor McKee announced l!iat a mes- - not want.
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
CIRCLE GRAND BALL
sage had been received fr.iu Alex-- '
The committee therefore recomander 1'otter, the New York engineer mends that the question of the right
A grand benefit
ball will be given
w in) was delegated some months ago of said
company to make the rules
J
Circle No. 1.
to look into the sewer system and with reference to the deposit, for a by the John A.
make a report thereon, and ordered meter which the consumer does no. Indies of the (1. A. R., lit Klk's ball
MONDAY,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
it read by the city clerk. The mes want be referred to the city at tor-- ! room tomorrow l Wednesday I night,
sage stated that if a meeting of the iny. fur immediate report; mat air June 0, and the grand march is sciied- lo start at 'J o'clock,
couneil could be held Monday evt n- - invi stigation be made into the
ing. June 11, he would be in Albu- - plaints that the company refuses to! Mesdames Haywood
and Allison,
Finest Whiskies
querque and make his report to the furnish lights unless a consumer will, two excellent ladies, have winked
wi'.l I"' mi entire
There
of lull "ii .Monday and Thursday
c inncil in person. Owing to the pro-- ' buy all bis lights from the company; fait liftiily the past week to make the
m. Performance
of earh week duriiiK the season. Ioors o;m ii a' h
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
posed absence of several members ol that the company be at once notified ball a grand success, not only in
i
Sunday, doors oen at
p. in., performance at 2.
matinee
at
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
council, including the mayor, on that the city will not pay $S for $5 tendance but financially, and The
155 nd 25c.
10c and 15c.
Night Prices
Matinee Pries
that dale, k is though' that it will be lights ordered from this time on, but Kvcning Citizen believes their efforts
SAMPLE A NO 0
im; ossible to hold a met ting at tliat w ill insist on the lights being fur- - w ill prove satisfactory to the other
West
Railroad
Avenae
CLUB
ROOMS
time, and Mr. I'litttT's remrt will uoajiished a' $o.
members of t ho circle.
That if upon t.'ich investigation it
doubt be reduced to urilliu and read
The eoinniiltees are as follows: Ar- at the next regular meeting uf ilie saould be found that the company is rangeinctits Mesdames Warren llay- viola'lnif the ti ancliis.- and is Iuiikis wood, ll'inli Allison. J. ('. Marshall,
council.
Kulkwins the receiving of this re- ins on the ci'i.eiis or AllnKiiienjue, Steward l.amb a'id Caroline Coleman.
KcIkh-- , C'usli- Reception
port by the .sewer committee, it is lb i: it be required lo live up to tin.
e er forfeit it. Respectfully.
thought 'that some definite action wnl
man, Chambers, K. Johnson, C. Cole-- 1
JOHN S. HKAVKN.
man, McKlroy, Stewart, Myers, Wil-- i
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
be taken relative to extending ur re-- ,
X
..
M. Coleman,
son, .lacohi, Goodwin,
THOS. lSHKKWtXMl.
constructing i..e present s wer
Shirt. Waists and White Dresses to us. Wo will laundry thein corA
jcrofoot, I'ills'jurc, I'utniau and C'ald- HAYUKX.
.
rectly uud will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not t
lem, which Is fust liccom.ni; ina.le
well.
crushed or wrinkled. Ixmiesticor gloss finish.
qtia'e to the demands of the
Light rig leaves ci v for the springs
CITIZENS MAKE COMPLAINT
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
Floor Me.sdanics Haywood, Allison.
Back of Postoffice.
OF UNJUST TREATMENT Steward ljimb, Marry Johnson and very Monday and Wednesday.
ATTORNEY KLOCK MAKES
class house at the Springs,
Only
'
first
Call the Red Wagons.
The charge was preferred against Mi
ADDRESS TO COUNCIL.
l.ucv Coleman
Four-horsstage bacs city ever
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
J. B. BLOCK,
.Mayor McKee then announce. tlia' the Albuquerque Gas. Klectrlc Light
'list of dances has lieen ar- a
fine
Proprietor
At;oiny George S. Klock, represent- - an. I I'ow er company by Max Gussaroff, ranged, and the ladies will set) to It Friday through In one day. Only
ins proptit.v owners and thers along wh conducts a ihkiI room on Second- that all who attend enjoy themselves. line wnn enange of s'ock. en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
First street, was present, and wished street, and Graham liros., who con- xtle Scotti orchestra has been en- &
IV.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
V address the council. N; objection duct a club room on Railroad avenue, gaged for the occasion.
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PAGE SIX.

TEN THOUSAND
KNIGHTS OF

by no moans obliged to pay under the!
law. The man who caused this sen-- I
sntion was Edwin 8. Hooley, whose
firm, E. 8. Hooley & Co., of No. 49
Wall street, failed during the panic
of 1903. The failure occurred on July
27, 1903, three days after the failure
Talbert J. Taylor & Co. and W. I
st ow & Co.. and was for $3,000,000.
The firm settled with Its creditors In
December, 1903. at 50 cents on the
dollar. In October, 1904, Mr. Hooley
formed his present firm of Hooley,
I.arned & Co., his partners being
George E.
and Frank E.
Hrumley, the latter the board member. The house was notably successful, from the start, and Mr. Hooley,
who. when the old firm made Its assignment, assumed sole liability for
its debts, found recently that the time
bad come when he could carry out his
steadfast purpose to discharge his
"moral obligations ' to the creditors.
As a result he mailed to each of his
creditors a check for the remaining
CO per cent of his claims, with Interest at 6 per cent from the date of
the failure. His action Is not without precedent in Wall street, but
the precedents are not numerous.
Mr. Hooley, who is still a young man,
has always been well liked In the
street. The failure or Mr. Hooleys
firm In 1903 was due to an overloaded
account In Evansville & Terro Haute
These
and Keokuk & Des Moines.
railroads the firm expected to sell.
The money panic developed, however,
bankers refused to loan on the collateral, and the Hooley firm was
forced to suspend.

;

portant event of the opening day Is
the famous lluffalo Derby, which was
won lost year by Oxford, a colt form- erly owned by Jacob O. Inpr, a local
horseman. For this year's Dorliy a

number of excellent horses have been
entered. The south will be ably rep-o- f
resented by Minnie Adams, the Bont li
em Derby winning filly owned by Mr.
Cook.
Cannda will make a strong
bid with Klnleydale and Couu Mar
tial, both from the stables of M. Dy- ment. uuier promising horses Hre
Teamster, Humorist, lxtus Eater and
several others.
Although the track Is comporatlvcly
young, having 1ecn opened In 1902, it
is in excellent condition, and every
thing Is favorable for the running of
the famous Derby. The race Is for
and Is for $3,50
Horsemen from all parts of the state
are hero to attend the race meeting,
and it promises to be the most successful ever held in this part of the
country,

EVENING

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY. JUNE

SENATOR PUE GORMAN

PENITENTIARY

30

BIDS

--

1
1

Boalwi proposal

N. M.,

Mar 24. 190C.
will be rectved by the

lbs. solder, half and half, tinners.
wooa screws No. 11 1 4 In,
wood screws No. K,
gross wood Screws
No. f,
gross wcmmI screws No.
gross wood screws No. 7,8, M
gross wood screws No. 10,
gross wood screws No. 18, 2

' gross

1

Santa Fe,

S, 1906.

1
1

4

1

Hoard of New Mexico 1'cnltentlary
bricklayer ir.,..i.
at the office of the SuperinI .'.""J'," VP ?XS- Plate.
tendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., on Tues"it Mioirnii uouiile
In
day, June 6th, 1906, for furnishing and
2 tackle blocks single,
In rTo.
3 dot. table spoons, heavy
delivering: at the New Mexico Penitenwagon tongues.
tiary the supplies hereinafter mentioned,
6 neck yokes.
or so much thereof as the Hoard may
1 single
tree.
deem sufficient. Payment for said supplies will be made In cnah. Delivery of 8 front hounds.
6
hind
hounds.
all supplies, except perlehahle srticles,
1 wagon tire
shrtnker.
must be as directed by the Superintend12 wagon skeins,
steel, 8
ent.
rlsht.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 8
left
Samples will be required of all articles
2 doz. shovels, long handled.
marked with an asterisk, and those
doz. shovels, short handle.
should be labeled, showing name of biddos. coal shovels.
20 lbs. wrought Iron
der, price, etc., and must be delivered to
washers, 1
20
Superintendent
not later than t 20 lbs. wrought iron washers 1.
the
lbs. wrought Iron washers
o clock on suld day.
o lbs. wrought
Iron washers
All bids must be made strictly In ac20 His. wrought Iron washers
cordance , with the conditions on blank
1 Htlllson
STREET IS SHOCKED
wrench, open, 6 In.
proposal.-i1
which will be furnlahed by the
,.v,
.
Heumis Ac ( ' n
'
Superintendent on application; no bid 10 In. .
1
Xf
otherwiHe made will be entertained. A
Beam
lib
-, .,i,
i'miiiuuu,
bonrl will be required from all successful 15 In.
1 Baxter s
South Seeks Right Kind of
bidders for tho faithful fulfillment of
adjustable "S" wrench 6 In.
1
Coes
days
wrench 6 in.
contracts within ten
after date of 1
ALAMO'S COLLECTION ENCoes wrench, 12 In.
award.
but Would
1 nlllgutor
RICHED BY PORTRAIT
&0,(nw
wrench. No. 4
lbs. fresh beef, prime quality,
1,000 llis. white lead.
necks and shanks excluded.
Austin. Tex., June 5. The historic
loo gal. pure linseed oil
50,(X
enlbs.
flour.
been
In
has
Alamo
collection
1
Reject Others.
the
bbl. asphaltum paint.
10.0(10 lbs. ttotatnen.
15 gals, turpentine.
riched by the addition of a fine por
4,000 lbs. pinto beans.
3 gals. Japan dryer.
from
painted
Davy
Crockett,
1.200 lbs. navy beans.
trait of
3 books gold lenf.
7.000 lbs. Kranulated
sugar.
lire by John (i. Chapman, wnne
1 lb. gilt bronze.
New Haven, Conn., June 5. Nearly
3.000
lbs.
dry
bacon,
congress
2 quires sand paper No. 0
salt
of
was
member
a
Crockett
ten thousand members of the order
l.ouo lbs. corn meal.
W lbs. oxide tine, dry.
be
portrait
The
from Tennessee.
:w cases
1
of the Knights of Columbus have alroasted
coffee.
(mint strainer.
longed to John S. Wise, Jr., a native
75 lbs. black pepper.
1
kulsomine strainer.
ready Invaded this city and more are
25
York,
New
2
In
living
lbs.
oeuour.
Virginia,
red
now
lbs. Marseilles green, dry
of
coming to attend the national con20 bbls. salt.
10 lbs. Marseilles
green, in oil.
and wras recently purchased by a rep
vention of that organization, which
NO cases soap, laundry.
pole brushes, best.
i1 glass
resentative of the Daughters of the
1 bbls. vinegar.
will be held here during this week.
cutter.
150 lbs. Spanish whiting.
Republic of Texas, for $i.0on. The
100 lbs. red chile, ground.
The local members of the order, as15 lbs. glue.
6 cases canned corn.
and is
picture bears the date of
of
sisted by a large committee
16 lbs. pluster parls.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
said to be an excellent likeness.
2 kulsomine
Knights representing
the various
brushes, best
l.Duo lbs. hominy.
2 llis. lamp black, dry.
This Maryland Senator, who died yesterday, as set forth In the teleThere Is but one other authentic por
5 bbls, syrup,
lodges of this state, have been busy SOUTHERN IMMIGRATION
10
G.
a
exBlaine,
llis.
James
remarkable
to
like
was
Evening
Citizen,
chrome
yellow.
grams
of The
l.ooo Ihs. oatflukes.
COMMISSION IN SESSION. trait of Davy Crockett known
tor weeks preparing for the conven"""'"n blue, blue dry powder.
tiiio lbs. rice.
IX'ramb,
L
instance of one whose life was devoted to office holding, and who yet died
10 lbs. Venetiun red, dry
tion, and now everything 1s In readNew York, June 5. Delegates rep ist, which was painted by Washing
powder.
250 lbs. dried currants.
possessed of large means. Gorman began his public career at the age of
2 His Amer. vermilllon red, dry powder.
WW
iness for the enormous crowd stream- resenting nearly every southern state and hangs In the Capitol at
lbs, prunes.
2 gal. hard oil.
13, as a page in the senate; and when he died yesterday, a few weeks more
70 lbs. ten,
boxes.
ing Into this city. All forenoon train-loa- and including many prominent stu ton.
20 gal, gloss oil.
than 67 years old, his estate was valued at $3,000,000. His son, now in tho
6 cases tomatoes,
l,as Cruces.
2 gal.
of delegates from all parts of dents of economy, met here yes- ARTILLERY COMPANY CELE
Interior varnish.
by Gorman to succeed him in
IS pint bottles vanilla extract.
selected
senate,
250 lbs. oil
had
been
Maryland
state
putty.
call
compliance
a
with
terday,
The
in
here.
arrived
States
United
the
IH pint bottles lemon extract.
2 putty knives.
BRATES 268TH ANNIVERSARY the United States senate, but the death of the father will doubtless predelegates, many of them accompanied sent out some time ago, with a view
2.000
lbs. lard compound,
2 sputulas.
cans.
Mass., June 5. The An
3 In.
Boston,
1 case
suimon.
10 lbs. chnlk line.
1)y ladies, were received by local comof organizing a Southern States Im cient and H6norable Artillery Com- vent the consummation of that scheme.
250 lbs. raisins.
6 Wall brushes, 3 In.
mittees appointed for that purpose, migration Commission. The delegates, pany of Massachusetts is celebrating
L'.t'O II. boioicna sausuKe.
6 wnll brushes, 4 In.
And conducted to their respective who were appointed by the governors its two hundred and sixty-eight- h
l.ooo lbs. butterlne.
12 sash tools, rouml long
anbristle
lbs. macaroni.
12 Miches,
headquarters, where ithey registered of their respective states, will remain niversary today. Shortly after 1
long bristle.
120 lbs. cheese,
15 sheets lithograph
boards.
and were assigned to their lodgings. in session for two days, and, it Is o'clock in tho afternoon the members
loo pkgs. Jello.
2 quarts liquid glue.
The convention proper will not be- hoped, that a permanent organization of the company assembled at their
bio lbs. powrt"14 pes. glass 36x14.
:l guar.
1
loo
lbs.
salt.
table
gin, until tomorrow, but there will be will be formed, to regulate the immiPC. glass 37x9
headquarters and escorted the gov
2oo Urn. breafcMt
15 pes. glass 36x14.
bacon.
olTlcers
reception
of
public
south.
to
a
gration to the
the
fommand-er-ln-chl100 lbs. lima beans.
2 pes. glass 12x20.
and
tho
state
ernor
of
the
evening,
publlsner
Robinson,
25
the
As lavld
the National Council this
lis. bar e'v.rtiatw.
35 pes. giuss 32x16.
to the Old South church.
25 lbs. shredded cocoanut.
1 pes. giuss 18x16.
which promises to be a grand affair. and editor of the Southern Investor of where annual sermon will be deliver2 cases crackers. I'i'v Hilda's,
3 pes. glass 12x20.
Tomorrow morning the delegates New York, stated at the opening ses- ed. After the conclusion of the ex1 case Cream of Wheat.
13 pes. glass 12x36.
10 pes. giuss 12x30.
will attend pontifical high mass at St. sion, yesterday, some of the south ercises in the church the company
I case of tapioca, I s.
1
catsup.
case
10 pes. glass lox28.
steamship
Davenport
avenue.
on
ern states, which have
John's church,
will march to the Common, where the"
SO lbs. ginger 6's.
17 pes. giuss 14x18.
toover
are
York,
connection with New
His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons,
ceremony of commissioning the newly
100 lbs. mustard.
2 pes. glass 12x24.
gether with several archbishops and run with an undesirable class of Im elected officers will be performed !y
2 cases Green with lye Is.
68 pes. glass 18x20.
winway.
forgot
one
iO pes. glass 15x22.
I
bikIh,
day
Ml
Masslevilie,"
the
lbs.
bulk.
sul
that
bishops, will be present. After mass migrants, who are sent south from the governor and commander-in-chie- f.
'I'm just back from
38 pes. glass
2 boxes candles 6 s.
12xl.
the National Council will convene in New York, and are absolutely worthcompany will then parade remarked ithe cheerful citizen. "Ever ter before I had stood in front of my
1 pc. glass 16x50.
The
cases
mutches.
1 pc
the new Knights of Columbus build- less. Many dissatisfied men, who to Faneull hall where dinner will be hear of Masslevilie? Well, I didn't home, which was in the north end of 1 gross house brooms.
glass
33x40.
1 pc.
the village, and thrown a snow ball 1 duz. stable brooms.
giuss 12x33.
ing on Chapel street. The rest of the had been engaged to work in Florida, served at 6:30 o'clock. K will be pre- suppose you
67 pes. glass 16x56.
500 lbs. dried peas.
had. Not many men through the window of the last house
day will be spent 1n sight seeing. Car- but refused to stay there, also in ceded by a formal reception.
oz.
2 pes. glass 16x40.
5"0 lbs. DuKes smoking tobacco, 3
I
AH
were
they
within
born
place.
In
unless
frehave,
of
south
end
the
the
riage parties and trolley rides have vade other southern states quite
40 butts chewing
1 pc glass 25x40
tobacco.
1 pc giuss 36x54.
fteen or twenty miles of the place. could remember was that Masslevilie 3 grotm japanned shoe buckles.
4een arranged for that purpose. In quently, and many of them must be PITTSBURG'S UNIQUE WAY
4 bottles
2 pes. giuss 33x45.
(Lynns).
blucklng
burnish
I
way
It
railway.
happened
conto
he
street
hear
of
needed a
OF ADVERTISING
provided with transportation to Now
the evening a grand promenade
1,000 eyelet hooks.
20,000 lbs. oats.
"I demanded a sewer system, too. 5,000 eyelets (J. Ac N. large).
Pittsburg, Pa., June 5. The first was that I was born there, right. In
cert and ball will be given in the arm- York, to prevent them from becoming
iO.ot0 lbs. alfalfa.
10,1.00
ory.
public charges.
Today the com of the series of trade excursions to the place, and I lived there until I I think 1 proved that no city could 1 duz. bafts, sewing common.
lbs. chopped feed.
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
3.0OU
lbs. bran.
16.
good
as
thrive unless its residents had
Wednesday morning will be devoted missioners will hold a session 1n Ellis go out from here under the auspices
18 lbs.
clinching nulls.
6.000 lbs. bedding.
wire
I
T
gradun.ted
Massiewas
from the
health, and
showed how the con
to sight seeing and various entertain- Island, where they will inspect the of the Merchants' and Manufacturers'
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
13 lbs.
8
wire clinching nails,
75 pes. soft
ments and In the afternoon the new methods employed In examining the Association of Pittsburg started from llle public schools In 1879 or, to be gested condition of Masslevilie was 15it lbs. 8 8 Iron heel nails.
2xxl2.
15
pes. soft nine
lbs.
iron
heel
nulls.
zxl2v12
accurate,
Masslenot
only endangering the lives of 25
from the
building of the Knights of Columbus Immigrants.
here at 8 o'clock this morning, in a strictly
1,000
Iron
nails.
heel
lbs.
feet
1x10x12.
son pTue, board
I
keepthose within its boundaries, but
"will be dedicated. Addresses will be
special train. The delegates taking llle public school and last week
2 boxes Singer machine needles, No.C
measure.
600
part In the excursion, which had been had a lonesome fit for Masslevilie, one ing other people fom locating there, 29 No. 5.
SPRING
.made by the mayor, President Hadley CHATTANOOGA'S
1x12x12.
feet
pine. board
soft
2 Singer
1 box No.
machine needles, meusure.
"Then I cried for a good hotel for No.
FESTIVAL HAS OPENED. arranged for the purpose of adver of those fits that a man over 40 fre- of Yale, Cardinal Gibbons and other
uoo leet 1x12x12, soft ptne, full stock.
329.
I
fell the accommodation of the traveling
distinguished members of the hierChattanooga, Tenn., June 5. Yes- tising the manufacturing Interests of quently gets for his birthplace.
5 doz. sewing machine oil.
l.Ov. feet white pine 1x12x16.
5oo feet white pine 1x10x16.
archy. Ia the evening a banquet will terday was opening day of the spring Pittsburg, will take in many towns in to thinking about the commencement public. I pointed out the Inipossibil- - 1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
1
5
5o0 feet white pine 1x8x16.
No.
pair
pinchers
(Tlmmons).
be tenedered the delegates and na- festival, for which the most exten- northeastern Ohio and will return to exerclsea when I was graduated, and ity of luring to our fair city the drum- 1 quire sand puper No. 2.
500 feet white pine 2x6xlB.
3 shank lusters (Keystone).
tional officers.
800 feet ouk 1x10x12.
sive preparations have been made Pittsburg on Saturday. Today the ex- the more I thought of that great event mer we called them drummers then
10 lbs. No. 1 lusting
2"0 feet oak 1x1x12.
who, I declared, was the advance
On. Thursday morning the session during the last month or two. Thous- cursion will visit East Palestine, Co- the worse I wanted to see what Mas- tacks.
48 pes. oak 2x9x2 ft. 8 in. long.
2
8
No.
lusting
lbs.
tucks.
of the National Council will be con ands of visitors from all parts of the lumbiana, Iyeetonla, Lisbon, Salem, sievllle looked like. When I recalled agent of the commercial world. 'How,' 2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
500 feet flooring. Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
tinued and In the afternoon there will state are congregated here and the Alliance and Canton, where the ex- that It was just about time for the I asked, 'can we expect any man to
40 sides heavy wux kip.
?J Sf''1 d,rl.", BU','I
'" - ' lengths.
9 sides light wax kip.
cursionists will stop over night. To- class of 1906 to be graduated from come from our metropolitan centers
feet drill Bteel 1 In.
field sports and other entertain hotels are already crowded. Tne
4
12 feet
1
heavy
No.
Oakwood
sides
harness
in. pipe.
public
Masslevilie
school I to engage in the erection of manufac-couldn- 't leather.
ments.
Most of the delegates will
'which will last all week, was morrow they will visit Massillion. the
66 feet
in. round Iron. 14 ft. lengths.
prepare for their departure on Fri formally oiened on yesterday, with Orrville, Wooster, London ville, and
stand It any longer, and the.turlng plants unless we have In our
60 feet steel for repointing picks.
tfuo lbs. (by the side)
heavy No. 1
6 doz. shovels, long handle.
day evening or Saturday.
sole lather.
an automobile parade, in which fifty-fiv- e will spend the night at Mansfield. On next morning I had the unique dis-- : midst a hostelry affording him the oakwood
2 pinch burs.
doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
motor cars, handsomely decorated Wednesday, Ashland and Akron will tinctlon of being the only man in the comfortable accommodations of the 20
20 doz. spools No. ti black thread.
6 axes.
NO SOLDIERS LOANED TO
3 grubbing hoes.
and filled with beautiful women, be visited, and the night will le spent world bound for Masslevilie on a rail- - magnificent hotels to which he had 20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
too lbs. black powder.
EASTERN FAIR THIS YEAR, took part.
The route for road train. That afternoon I left the been accustomed? Where would a 20 doz. spools No. JO white thread.
parade was re at the latter city.
The
8
3
600 lbs. giant powder.
No.
doz.
spools
threud.
white
Washington, D. C, June 5. The viewed by the mayor and city officials. Thursday Includes Kent, Ravanna, train at a punkltown station, and hired man find in our beautiful and pro- - 3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
2,000 feet fuse.
man to drive me over to Massle- - gresslve city a place where he might
1 pkg. No.
was opened Warren, Niles and Youngstown, and
show
7 Domestic sewing machine
6 boxes caps.
United States army will not 'be able The festival
4 doz. pick handles.
to take part In any of the country at Olympia Park. Great efforts have for Friday, Ashtabula, Conneaut, and llle, which always was and probably lay his head and where he might sat- - needles.
1 doz.
5 pkgs. Sharps hand needles, 1 to 5.
drill hammer handles.
fairs this year. There Is an increas been made this year to make the Erie, leaving Erie during the night to
25 attaching plugs.
5 pkg s. Shurps huud needles. No. 4.
6 lbs. Manson tape.
loo yards cloth,
ing demand for military representa show at the park attractive. One of return to Pittsburg.
prisoners uniform,
I'D incandescent lumps, 110 volt 8 c. p.
dark blue woolen. 54 incheB wide.
tlon on all occasions In all sections the most interesting features Is the
75 incandescent
5oo yards cloth, blue gray, woolen 54
lumps, 110 volt 16 c. p.
of the country, and hitherto the dis- OHtrich farm, which, was exhibited at OVERLAND TRIP TO
25 Incandescent
ineh wide.
lamps. 110 volt 32 c. p.
1
MO yards denim, omoskrog preferred.
position has been to gratify such de- the St. Louis Exposition, and attract
lb. .Ac. carbolic cryst.
2(
2 lbs. Ac. boracic.
yords drilling.
ROiWELL, N. M.
sires on the part of the people so far ed so much atteniton. There will also
5ti0 yards Canton
lb. Ac. tannic.
flannel.
as may be.
be a large spectacular show in which
1 lb.
1.250 yards shirting, Hamilton stripes,
Amnion, chloride.
1 lb.
5i4) yards toweling.
Amnion, curb.
This year there has leen an un- more than sixty persons will take
Making an overland trip from Colo1
5o yards red flannel.
lb.
bromide potass.
part.
presence
one
of
usual demand for the
Now MexRoswell,
Spurlngs
to
1
rado
lti.
loo
yards sheeting.
bromide sodi.
or more of the troops of cavalry or The most Interesting feature of to- ico, A. H. Skaer, U C. Hunt and W.
1 lb. bismuth
yards lining.
sub. ,1t.
1 lb. cerium
5 gross cotton socks.
infantry, a preference being expressed day will be the Red Men's parade M. Randol arrived in Santa Fe Satur
oxalate.
1 lb.
12
gross
cupra.
large.
buttons,
pants
sulph.
spectacular
evening,
in
hundred
cavalry
as
several
when
a more
the
for the
day afternoon after having covered
1
12 gross
lb. dovers powder.
punts buttons, small.
for the drawing of crowds. members of the order, dressed like 350 miles
1 lb.
9 gross coat buttons.
mustard powd.
of their trip in sevetnteen
1 lb.
through
single
year,
cavalry,
file
20
gross
Indians, will march
This
however, all the
talcum powd,
shirt buttons,
days. They have two covered wagons
10
ii
gross
lbs.
magnesil sulph.
buttons.
drawer
brilliantly
infantry and field artillery commands the
illuminated streets to and five horses, and as they are out
1 lb. pot. et sodii tart.
30 lbs.
carriage
bolts,
Men
They
Olympia
employed.
Park, where the Red
will be otherwise
1 lb. pot. chlor.
20 lbs. bolts, carriage
for pleasure as well as business, are
1 Hi. pot. iodil.
15 lbs. bolts, carriage
are to leave their respective stations will conduct a "Country Store." The taking plenty of time in which to
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
10 lbs. bolts, tire
on July 15 for marches to the nearest Knights of Korassan will have their make the trip In comfort. Tho men
1 lb. belladonna
10 His. borax.
fl. ex
camps, where they will be mobilized big parade on Wednesday afternoon. own property Interests on the Pecos
1 lb. tolu f. ex.
10 lls. brass
polish.
3 lbs. wild cherry fl. ex.
6 brass steam cocks, 1 In.
in large bodies and engage in two or The Industrial Parade, which will le and are on their way to look over
5 ids. cusenra sag. fl. ex.
In.
brass Htcam cocks,
three months' exercises, the program one of the most important features of their holdings. They expect to remain
i
5 pts. trifolium co. fl. ex.
pr. calipers 6 in.
of operations including the militia. the festival week, will be held on In Santa Fe several days In order to
1 pt.
1 closet
bowl with seat attachment.
licorice fl. ex.
1
1 doz.
pt. nux vomica.
curry combs.
This rule will be rigidly enforced, by Thursday morning, and it Is expected visit the interesting Bights and will
on
1
Ground."
Both
2
the
24
With
"I
Was
Feet
pt.
There
.
pads
s
oxll camph. co.
sets
exe
collar
seventy-fivand one continue their trip to Albuquerque,
direction of the president, without
that between
7 sets collar pads 23's.
l.ooO tablets, neuralgic headache.
ceptions. The troops must leave their hundred floats, representing the vari- thence across the country to Roswell always will be six miles from the rail-- isfy the prandial craving of the in50 feet
In. drill steel.
l.o u tablets, pepsin, bismuio und char
ner man?"
road.
coal.
stations on the day set, and nothing ous Industries and lines of business
in. drill steel.
l'l feet
gr. V.
600 tablets pot. permanganese
"Well, on the way over to Massie- "I demanded an opera house for 4biO feet 1 In. drill steel.
will be allowed to interfere In any will take part In the great pageant.
Deadly Serpent Bites
1 roll oiled silk.
&
drills
bit.
shank
thinking
our
every
I
citizens,
llle,
and 4 drills
spent
way with this program. They will be The coronation festival and distribu- Are as common In India as are stomminute
tho entertainment of
1 roll 2 In. adhesive
plaster.
and
bit.
shank
1 roll 4 In. adhesive
required to remain in camp on the tion of prizes to the successful owners ach and liver disorders with us. For about that graduating class of '79. for the cultivation of their minds. But 3 drills
plaster.
Fhank and
bit.
1 roll
2
In. adhesive plaster.
In.
work Incident thereto, for the full of the floats will take place in the the latter, however, there Is a sure There was 'Hump' Gore. 'Hump's' es- - most of all, I demnnded factories, fac- - 66 flat smooth files 168 In.
4 rolls belladonna
plasters.
smooth
tiles
flat
period designated, and there will be evening. Friday will be military day remedy: Electric Bitters, the great say was a corker 'Altruism the Hope tones to give employment to tho Idle,
6 rolls mustard plasters.
12 bastard flat tiles lii In.
3 gal. alcohol.
sio exception to this requirement. For with a fancy drill by the Twelfth Cav- restorative medicine, of which S. A of a Great Republic.' That word 'Al- - to draw the workman from tho crowd- - 6 half round tiles 16 In.
1 doz. 3 in. bandages.
6
14
In.
half
round
tiles
drops for tho led cities, to put Into circulation the
this reason the War Department la alry as the special feature. Every Brown, of Bennettsville. S. C, says: truism was knock-odoz. 2 In. bandages.
16 In.
6
round
tiles
needed in B three cornered files 12 In.
obliged to refuse to lend Us aid by night the city will be brilliantly illum- They restored my wife to perfect village, and if there had ever been money that was
1 doz. 1 In. bandages.
mayor
1
In. bandages.
12 three square saw flies 6 In.
for Masslevilie, Masslevilie.
doz
the presence of any part of the mili- inated.
health, after years or suffering with need of a
1
gal. euthymol.
square saw files 4 in.
"We reached Masslevilie all risht, 6fi three square
tary body at the county fairs.
K oz. quinine
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid Hump' would have been It for spring- sulph.
3 In.
saw
files
three
FINE STRING OF RACERS
1 gal. witch hazel.
liver." Electric bitters cure chills ing tho word. The last I heard of Honestly, it hadn't changed a hair, fi ttiree square saw flies 3 In.
1 lb. Ichthyol.
MAN IN THOUSAND PAYS
FOR KENILWORTH TRACKS. and fever, malaria, bllliousness, lame Hump' he was doing seven years, I not one hair. Same houses, same
5 double cut wood tiles 14 In.
1
lb. creosote, Beechwood.
shovel handles, long.
$1,500,000 OLD DEBT8.
nuffalJ, X. Y June 5. As fine a buck, kidney troubles and bladded dis believe, ia some Pennsylvania or New fences, same hitching posts, same 63 doz.
20 lbs. vaseline.
diz. sledge hammer handles.
1 gal.
glycerine.
New York, June 5. Wall street lias string of horses as ever was seen in orders. Sold on guarantee by all York prison for forgery or some kind '.trees, same everything. I jumped out 1 doz. plek handles.
1 lb. sodil phosphate.
of crooked work with a check. Ijtura of the buggy and walked Into the 1 horse shoeing hammer.
bad quite a shock and Is eagerly dis- this city is now quartered In the sheds druggists. T'rlce 50c.
1
sulphur.
lb.
1
1
carpi-nterlb.
hammer.
Timson delivered, a red hot oration on village store kept by Jess Coppinger, 1
1 Hi.
cussing the "peculiar" action of a man of the Kenilworth race track, where
pepsin nseeptlc.
4 In. blade.
None but Live Fish Swim Up Stream.' one of niv old schoolmates.
He was 1 hatchet.
2 gals. aq. ammonia.
If you want results in advertising
doz. horse brushes.
who gave up a considerable fortune to the thirty days' race meeting will
10 lbs. absorbent
cotton.
Hon Campbell's subject was "The tickled to death to see me, and I was
( hark saw blades 12 In.
pay certain moral debts which ho was open this afternoon. The most lm- - try an Evening Citizen want ad.
1
oz. silver nitrate stick.
in. garden hose.
Weak Spots in Our Constitution.' Hen; just as glad to see him. He took me 6I'll nsefeet
l.ooo capsules No. 00.
in.
menders
showed tho signs young. He s a law- in with that glorious hospitality of
l.ooo capsues No. 1.
12 hose clumps,
In.
l.ooo capsules No. 3.
yer now, and I suppose hell be In the tho countryman who meets a boy
16 hose clamps,
In.
?
Pis. buchu and hinlper fl. ex.
in.
United States senate sooner or later, hood friend, and after supper we sat 12 steam hose couplinirn
1
lbs saline laxative.
fill feet
in. uteum hose.
"1 was next on the list, and 1 was on the porch and smoked and talked
1
Ihs. chloroform.
25 M. horne shee nails No. P.
1 1W
ether.
of old times, especially of the class of
there with both feet on the ground
25 His. horse shfie nails No. I.
1 1 lb plomb. sc.
25 liis. horse shoe nails No. 6.
no airships or cloud sweeping for me. '"9. We talked about the teacher, the
6 ptl Bttllingla Co. fl. ex.
6
No.
sluies.
keif
horse
I spoke on 'The Needs of Masslevilie,'
boys and the girls, and what they
1 pt. sirsapurilla fl. ex.
Keg No. 3 horse Bhoes.
J.
1 gal. elixr.
saw palmetto Co.
and I don't mind saying right here had been doing since school days,
2
No. 5 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr, tonga Co.
2 keirs No. 4 horse shoes.
that if the citizens of Massievillo had about the commencement night.
1 oz. Ol. anise.
1 keif No. 2 horse shoes,
" 'Jess,' I asked, 'what, in your
1
listened to my advice or had followed
gal, Ol. riclne.
1 koit No. 1 horse shoes.
2 gal. Ol. cod liver.
it, Masslevilie would now be a city Opinion, does Masslevilie need?'
2 keifs No. i mule shoes.
2
5
oz.
Ol. cloves.
2
shoes.
mule
keirs No.
" 'Need?' said Jess. 'It don't need
of which any state might be proud.'
1 oz. Ol. cajuput.
2 keirs No. 4 mule shoes.
Cf
1
First of all, I demanded a street rail- - a blamed thing.' "
in.
5o
ox. n, lavender.
Norway imn
1 oz. Ol. wintergreen.
in.
50 fWt Norway iron
1
in.
25 feet Norway iron
oz. Ol. mustard.
2 gal. Ol. cotton seed.
50 feit Norway Iron
In.
fcW
Norway
25 feet
In.
tablets codeine sulph. gr.
Iron
loo tablets cocaine hyd. gr. 11.
25 feet Norway
fro
in.
iron
.
loo
5o feet Norway iron
In.
tablets II morp. and atn.p.
25 feet Norway iron
in.
on feet flat iron
pr.
l.flou tabletp strychnine sulph
500 tablets strphanth Co
1
Co.
AW
25 feet Mat iron
I.
l.ooo tablets nitroglycerine
50 feet flat Iron
Co
B doz.
25 feet
Seeds dry plates No. 27. 4x5,
5 lbs. hyposulphite
2 bundb s gal. iron No. 27. 3oxl6.
of soda.
gross knives and 2 Bss forks
2
lb. sulphite of soda.
,
A MOM IMIf AICNT
15 grains gold chloride.
(steel) handle and blade one solid piece
1 lawn mow. r, hand,
large size.
lb. ncid pvrogallie.
1 plate holders 6x8 with 4xS kits
6 carpenters mallets, length a In.
tissue-formin- g
4
20 lbs. blank nuts
In.
The Hoard of New Mexico Penitentiary
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Unknown Friends.
2" lbs. blank nuts
In.
Commissioners reserves the right to re15
lbs.
Trouble,
ject
nnv and all bids.
black
nuts
in.
many
who
are
have
people
There
In.
In submitting bids for shove supplies
nozzle.
Mr- M. K. llorroughs,
food-toni- c
an old and used
Colic. Cholera
1.10
Chamberlain's
feet piek Steel
bidders should write plainly on envelope
1 pipe vice,
well ki,un resident of BlufTton. Ind
the following:
"nids for supplies for
combination. 6 In.
ami Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendid
plumber s g:isoline Move
New Mexico Penitentiary." with name
says: -- i
Chamberlain's Colic results, but who are unknown
because
pr.
pliers,
or bidders, to avoid
or
nnmes
rutting.
bidder
of
wire
combination
Heniedy
Cholera and Diarrhoea
as the
giving a
loz. picks n u
the opening of same by mistake.
very I. est remedy for bowel trouble. they have hesitated about
of New Mexico
TV.ard
I!v
planes,
carpenters
of
order
it.tl
the
for
experience
of their
I n.ake
Penitentiary Commissioners.
titers" pencils
after having testimonial
tliis btatement
publication. These people, however, 4'l ibz
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
wrought
feet
In.
iron
pipe
TRET.
FORD.
AltTllt'H
used t;.e remedy in my family for sev- are n: ne the less friends of this rem
40 feel wrought
troti pipe
Superintendent
f,0 feet srmiL'M iron pipe
eral year-- . 1 am never without It." edy. They have done much toward
may be sent separately, duly
Pimples
Thl.-Prepared by
wroutbl imn pipe 1
bo making it a household word by their 40 feet
marked ami numbered, to the Superinremedy js almost sure t
fee,
iron piie 2.
tendent.
needed
fl)ie the summer is over. IKM'sonal recommendations to friend
CO fee'.
ought iron pipe 2
fc.
Why ii, ; i,uy (t now, and be (prepared
1 doz.
se shoe rasps, 16 In.
and neighbors. It Is a good medlcln
Torturins; eczema spreads its burnfi hal
und wood rasps. 14 In.
for such an emergency?
St. Louis, U.S.A.
For sale by to have In the liome and is widely
ing area every day. Doan's Ointment
ti qua
round tiles s in.
all dniKgUt8.
known for its cures of diarrhoea and 4 bras. pound rules 2 ft
quickly stops Its wpreadlofr, instantly
wagon without bet! 4 in. tire.
all forms of bowel trJublo. For sal
relieves ,the itching, cures it permaHon
In,
nqie
Citizen Want ads bring results.
by all druggists.
nently. At any drug store.
20u feet rope
In.

COLUMBUS

Assemble at New Haven,

Conn.No Troops for
State Fairs.

MLL

Immigrants,

three-year-old-
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After Severe Illness

when the bodily forces are low, and
you are weak and feeble

pHEUSER-BUS-

ara-

it

4

4

4

1
1

H

t

2

8

4

If

(Hypo-dermi-

1

til

and bodily vigor,
"''I impart strengthproperties
The
of Barley
Malt are taken quickly into the circulation,
as this
is predigested and is
gratefully received and retained by the

4

8

1

4

1

most delicate stomach.

1

1
1

4
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VNs

2

AnheuserBusch Brewing Ass'n
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evening that before many years more
shall have passed trains between
ani the eastern metropolis will
leave the terminals every two hours
and travel 100 miles an hour. He said
reflectively trat under such circumstances tlu train dispatcher will be a
more lniMirtant person than now
even.
Chl-cft-

J. D. Emmons,

Furniture Man

g

Every business man should investigate the Vef
tical Filing System

mm
mm.
01

K

LoJ

CLOBE-WERNICK- E

Upright Unit

Vertical File
fs the greatest and
best device of the
kind ever invented.
Call and see it or write
for particulars.

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

STREET

TO

THIS CHANCE

M

SE- -

M

CURE BARGAINS IN

H

LP

Prakenian

Pearce Stewart has been

cgan.
l he .Madrid
over at Las
branch is practically closed down and
the town is virtually deserted, as a
result of fire In the Colorado Fuel
and Iron company's mines there. Mrs.
Stewart, who has been in the city on
Mr.
a visit to her parents.
Joined
Stewart at Las Vegas yesterday.

ROBES

AND ETC.
N

Los Angeles, Cal., May

4

B.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

INSURANCE CO.
To Include

Arizona, to Be

OrganizedLocal

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Capi-

f

KNIVES AND
ROCKS

Grnf ral Bailding Supplies

TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

SCREEN DOORS

STEAM

CARPET
Th

THORNTON

Cleans everything.

Furniture

Both Phones

FIGURE ONWITH US

Clfncr
Is tlio
He

pack-in-

sr

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

g

and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and la no upBtart at
the business. There Is no other
just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street.

Tftther.

OILS, VARNISHES
BRUSHES.
TTattipss.

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

AND

RAririlpR.

Iah

Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
metto uoor paint; lasts nve years ana
stops leaks. Cae'n paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
.

,,'

U

...

n

..r.-..-

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

tt .rh.L.

cim-t-

THE CELEBRATED

ft

j

REFCRM BiFOCULS

la

OF

RATON

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

BEBBER OPTICAL CO..

B. RUPPE

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j

A. D. JOHNSON

Bottled

j

SPECIALTY

MOVING

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
199.

lino and gas stovea repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, SoutU
Tblrd street.

RIO ME Eft BAKERY

0.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
BALLING,

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

W.

TOTI a Oft A PI
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.
213

215-21-

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATBL
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

7

Lucero

Am

to

IIP

daTe signs

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Raliroaa
avenue.

riRE

WEDDING

In

and

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
Cor. Lead Avenue and First Street.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Myer,

RENMLS

Ranches

PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

SIMON

A

&

Real Estate
AND

PLANTS

IRRIGATING

in Bond.

Automatic Phone,

Wootton

General Contractor
HOUSE

Awa"a
'l6

THE DIFFERENCE

N. M.

CCXyxXXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXX3

.j

.,'

& CO.,

203

At Consistent
Prices

of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.

11

ffJ
fa"UtL

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

All Kind

1

-

Presses & Farm Machinery

Hay

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

Third and Marquettt

CLEANING

Moving,

Man.

ft

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

GOOD

,.

" '""

Machine Works

pct

d

1

Foundry and

ELITE tAFE

,nl

cost-inare-

-

R.
MALL, Rroprflor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
aafUar.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron IToaU
Buildings.
Rmpmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
AJbacjaertia, M. M.

-

.va

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

gt
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

(I

OF

0000'0-

talists at Head.
The railway postal employe? were
expecting that the weighing of the
We are offering some very a pedal prices on this line of goods
mail at depots would be discontinued
M
out prices before you buy.
and It will certainly pay you to
June 1. However, such was not the HEADQUARTERS AT ALBl'QUtRQUt
as no official Instructions have
h case,
CO.
been received, but it is rumored that
the weighing will be continued InA New Mexico and Arizona life indefinitely.
surance company is in the process of
The Fred Harvey people are build- organization and will be incorporated
which piled one on itop of the other
new eating houses on the under the laws of Nevada, the laws of
In a great angled mass of debris. The ing three
cut-ofHelen
of the Santa Fe. They both Arizona and New Mexico being
Jumpby
crew
saved themselves
train
elec- inadequate
for that purpose. The
ing. Baker and Drummond, the un are also installing half a dozen
company Is to be known as The Occiof
in the different parts
fans
tric
caught
exceptions,
were
In
fortunate
dining room in the Union deiot dental. Joshua S. Raynolds of this
the wreck. Fireman Pankard was tnelr
at
city is to be its president, and MaEl
Paso.
by
es
badly hurt
the fall, the others
jor R. J. Palen of Santa Fe will be
caping without serious injury.
Engineer J. U. Franklin and fam
of the directors. It is to be a
Wreckers were started from both ily left last night on a pleasure trip one
ways at once, but the wreck was In to California. The Franklins have strictly straight life insuranc company and will seek to retain in the
time to catch all morning passenger taken a cottage at Long Beach, with two
territories part of the $1,250,000
trains, as they were almost ready to the expectation of remaining all sum collected
annually for premiums by
come onto the mountain.
mer.
ether life insurance companies doing
The eastbound limited had reached
New Mexico and Arizona,
Gibson, Snepard and Clarge are business incompanies
Raton and when the westbound limitof that nature
localized
ed arrived at the tunnel the passen three of the five firemen who went to have
been very successful In Indiana,
gers
to
examined
exchanged,
be
were
week
Winslow
also
last
the
malls
A SECTION FOREMAN.
ATTACKED being
Texai and other states. That the busshifted. The trains were then for promotion, and returned
iness is a profitable one is shown by
BY BAD MEXICANS, DOES A
engineers.
switched into shape and started back
the fact that the life Insurance comDOUBLE KILLING.
the wy they had come
Superintendent James Kuril, of t'.ie panies pay out in death claims only
The Pu'liiian men on the trains give
110
per
of the premiums they
vivid descriptions of the wreck, which New Mexico division, was down from collect Incent
New Mexico. The outside
R. Y. Williams, a section foreman they say is about the moat pictures
l.as Vegas last night.
Insurance companies place little if any
for the Salt Lake road at Afton, this que freight wreck on record. One
of their investments In the two tercounty, a short distance north of porter said the
MERCHANT TAILORING
so
up
wreckage
piled
ritories, while the Occidental will
Daggett, killed one Mexican and prob- - that
,,
, t he vlew ()f
moun.
ably fatally injured two others the tain finny qualifvlnf, the tne
OVER NO. 209 WEST loan out all of its surplus on New Mex
sta(eient u PSTAIRS,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- - lco and Arizona farm and other real
pile of twisted steel
' had been sent out by saying the
estate property, the average rate of
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
three Mexicans
would reach fifty feet In the air.
interest charged (to be 8 per cent.
from IvOs Angeles to go to work, and
My merchant tailoring shop Is up- Owing to the salubrity of the climate
arrived at Afton eany in the morn-- : NEW iocomotivf4
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- of the southwest, the average risk
ing, and made application to Section:
FOR THE SANTA FE
where I solicit the patronage of will be better than In other states
Foreman Wllllama for work. Williams
Qne hllndred new locomotlve8 wU nue,
first-clasand as great care will be exercised In
stated that he could hire two of them, be put to work hauling Santa Fe the public.I All work guaranteed
as have bad fifteen years' ex- physicians, it Is
mi iuai me i.nru wouiu nave
within
few moninB; perlence in the business. Suits made selecting examining
trains
next
They stated 'Thls addition
believed that rates can be established
'
Ln!5-power
equipment
fA
r..
.JL
8.
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana for Insurance that will be lower than
partners
and must represents an outlay of $2,000,000.
that they
repaired. The specific I use will not those charged by other straight line
work together, and tjat if all could
That
be a big sum of Injure the cloth.
to
seeniB
Ladles' garments
companies, without Imperilnot go to work none of them wonm, money for one railroad to spend at
talking skirts made insurance
algo cleflned
ing the financial status of the compa
and they demanded passes. Air. Wil,
,
.
ny. Stock is being sold througtiout
"i. - . ..
.I to order. Give me a trial.
liams stated that he could not give r"
O. BAMBINI.
them passes, as they had not work- residence property costing in the av
both territories, quite an amount havalready been placed in Albuquered for the road and he had no au- erage western community $3,000, is
Bambini, at her parlors, No ing
que and other towns of the two terthority to do. so. They then stated town talk for many weeks while 209Mrs.West
Is
avenue.
Dre
Railroad
At present the applications
that he would have to do so. Mr.' huilding. It impresses one as
elve thoroueh scaln treat ritories.
Williams went into the section house,; ing a lot cr money. Yet when the ment, to
for
stock
far exceed the proposed Is
corns
dressing, treat
knowing that the Mexicans were! hanta he pays from $2j,ooo for one, bunionsdo hair lnerowine
sue.
An expert actuary will be emnails. She ployed to draw up tables of rates and
and .
about to make trouble for him. and! of Its nflsfienepr
.1 i w n
.
n y i n t'i
n
i
to the door and
to place the business office of the
f
when he returned
n
"""7
r
LII CfHiailUU
-u ry.i r
.U ra, DiUilUIUI B V
U
"
,lf
j
company, which will lie at Albuquerkuu comments on the fact. Even the htiv-fcifwea out, naming piuLuieu
.Mei-iior
V
que, iiixm a scientific basis.
in the meantime two
.
...... HI1U, ,
tne
..wxano Bk,
,.ninD.
nf
niv
unuruves lue curapiexiuu,
irnivoa
cans were buiiining wiiii
v
hr 7ef comment in thp news columns. auu i
hlllu,
ii.,.i
l
nrawn, and cne threw a large nxk.l
HEAVY HAIL STORMS
which struck Williams on the Jaw,
Comnunclng June 1, the Golden "3; She al8? PrePar" a hair tonic
AT LAS VEGAS
knocking him down for a moment and btate Limited train on the Rock Isl-1.p,TJJni!.
a
Las Vegas and vicinity was visited
stunning him. When he revived he and railroad, goes out of existence,
and su- - by one of the fiercest bail storms
n.i hair; removes moles,
Mvion ... " i m iv.L ui'i.ivu.-.- . c,, i i aa nit: ii.iiiic anila i..
to, tfco ...vA.va.i
lit uif a bvmiu
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
within the memory of the oldest Ining him with a drawn knife. He) Pullman train
is concerned.
The freckle cure
and pimple cure and pile habitant Monday afternoon, says the
fired, but the man. continued to ad- - schedule will remain the same, and a
vance, and he fired again and the chair car will be added and all kinds cure. AH of these preparations are Optic. After a deluge of rain, hail beMexican fell on his hands and knees of transportation will be honored. purely vegetable compounds. Have gan falling as big as marbles and covvibrator machine for ered the ground completely. What
and was found dead by the coroner, iuring the winter months the train Just added a scalp,
of
face and cure of made the storm the more remarkable
with the knife still in 'his hand. The Is made up of Pullmans and nothing treatment
wrinkles. It Is also used for rheuma- is the fact that the sun shone every
other two Mexicans were now ap- other than paid transixmatlon is tism,
pains and massage.
few minutes during the downpour.
proaching, and he fired and dropped honored.
.
he one nearest and the other started
F. IT. Mudge S. A. McCoy and A. C.
to run, when Williams also fired at
him, and he ran around the building Bradley were a bevy of Santa Fe cut- engineers who spent bunday in;
and threw his knife away and crawl- ed into some brush about forty feet the city taking la the races at Trac-- !away. The two telegraph operators tion Park and the show at the CaUn
sold for a combined ntar and distant sight art the ordl
employed there by the Salt I.ake road slno- - "We came up to get a square! Most klnd-Ours
arm dlfferant-- Wa
grind tbam ourstlvts to order. In a
heard the shots and were eye wit- - meal," was what one of them said. nary
solid form. Nothing to broak apart or Intarfora with tbo sight.
nesses to the fiKht. Williams wasiW'bile dining at the Alvarado last!
exonerated, as it was purely u easel's'"
The wounded Mexl- of
H. Daniels, pjeneral passenManufactured by
cans were taken to the county hos- - gerGeorge
agent of the New York Central
rital.
lints, told a gathering of railway and
. .
steamship men in New York the other;
WAS WORST IN HISTORY
West Odd Ave.
Albuquerque' Exclusive Optician

GUN AGAINST

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part failing by
means of defective
material or workman-whip will be made good
without expense toth
owner, Irrespective of j
time of service. TMa.
fully i rotects you as to quality. As to prices, you can't beat ours on the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
op- noistcring, trimming anu painting. King up, write or call.

28, 1006.

Schwentker, Manager Pacific
Mutual Lite Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
you that the company's vaults In San
Francisco have been opened, and also
the vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
A. V. MORGAN.
(Stgnei.)
Assistant Secretary.
F.

THE NEW MEXICO

transferred fr:m the Madrid branch
to the New Mexico division, with lay

H

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

Guarantee

"There are 2,420 locomotive engines on the llarriman system." said
James E. Paxton of Omaha, who has
been superintending the installation
of patent boxing on the axles of all
the locomotives on the system. Of ihe
total number there are 1,140 on the
main line of the Southern Pacific, 345
on the (Sa'vcston, Harrisburg & San
Anionic 5 rn the Houston & Texas
Cent-n- l.
f.i.C on the Union Pacific. 225
on the (.n-.o- n
Short Line and 140 on
the Pacific cmst line."
The El Paso News says: The El
Paso & Southwestern railway system
Sunday carried the largest excursion
train ti Cloudcroft that that city has
ever seen. They had 301 paid tickets, other than the many railroad
boys who took advantage of the train
and visited the Southwestern's "Sky
Parlor." The Douglas band accompanied the train. The returning train
reached El Paso at 11:30 Sunday
night and left for Uibee at 12:20.

THE

l

i

etc

for letters, documents,

This Strong:

INBURANCE.

M.
Snperlntendenta
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
N. Second St.. Both Pbonaa.

201-21- 1

DRAGOIE
'

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

'

Cigars and Tobacco, mnd

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

300

NORTH THIRD STREET.

North Broadway, corner of WaB-lngto- n
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

MOUNTAINS

Such Was the Wreck, According to
Stories of Trainmen.
Probably no trainman ever experienced a more thrilling ride in all the
history of mountain railroading than
that of the crew of the extra freight
train which with all brakes off, raced
down the side of the Raton mountain
last Friday morning, finally leaving
the track from its own terrific momentum, tearing up the track as It left
cars
the rails, piling up twenty-seve- n
in one enormous heap of splintered
wreckage and killing two trainmen
and injuring another, says the Trinidad Advertiser.
That the entire crew of the runaway
train were not killed is due to their
luck in lighting on sole places when
they jumped. Engines have run wild
down the Haton mountain before, and
once in awhile trains have run away
down the biggest grade on the line,
but according to the reports the runaway must "have been about the worst
in tlie mountain's picturesqut history.
The train was an unusually heavy
one and went up through the tunnel
with the usual pushers from the Colorado side, it started down the mounin
tain with everything apparently
proper shape, and Engineer Ruby, a
veteran in the mountain service, in
charge. Conductor (llenweller and
Brakeman Baker. Talbot and riom-mewere on the train. Soon after
the train hit t lie heavy incline the
brakes were applied and then the engineer found that be had no air. The
brakes refused to work and the train
started on its wild run down the
mountain, gathering momentum with
every turn of the wheels until at the
came, four
finish when the pile-u- p
mill's out of Raton, it is estimated
that the speed was a hundred miles
an hour. The track was torn up for
some distance and literally buried In
cars)
the wreckage of the twenty-severs

nr3
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen
39lea

id 31 miles

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

Santa

F"e

VI

Railway

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe Bystemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
Of 1,000

business sad residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old anade trees; publis schooi bonie, ooai-- l
i.0CO; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; tfcree aotala,
lulisrtiju, etc. Belen li the largest shipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near futurt cannot ba eatlniated.

tt. rs9T
71i

Itli

:a

ill

LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many 0t them Improved by cultivation)
s
need ysM. drug store, Harness shop. etc. etc. Also a
modern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
Wa need a

Brat-cla- ss

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEaT. NORTH

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse, jeweler, plumbing

AND SOUTH.

eao.

plaalxa

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER,
reffifTTT1

K3zizn f own tana impruvtzmtzni
i
Prcsident'j

ii

DEEDS.

umgjuny
WM. M. BERQER,

:
Secretary
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ALBUQUERQUE

NAME OF A NEW UNDERTAKING
FIRM OPENED UP FOR BUSI-

PERSONAL

I

1

NESS.

DAY

day.

Sunrise, 4:44; set, 7:13: length of
sunsnine, 14 hours and 27 minutes;
the moon set this morning at 3:54.
Weather forecast: From the 5th to
the 9th of the month cool, damn and
foggy weather general over southern,
central and eastern states, clearing
weather over west and northwest portions. Weather today: Bright, warm,
somewhat windy and dry. On this
day, 1723, was born Adam Smith,
whose great work, The Wealth of Nations, has remained the fundamental
text book of political economy to the
,.,
present day, . ,, ,
,t .

THE OXFORD SEASON IS HHlli:. THE LOW CUT SHOE 13 GAINING IX POrULARITV EVERY YEAR ON ACCOUNT OF ITS SNAPPY' APPEARANCE WHICH Al'EALS TO , STYLISH DRESSERS.
BESIDES THIS IT GIVES FREE PASSAGE TO THE AIR AND
KEEPS THE FOOT COOL AND COMFORTABLE.
WE HAVE A Fl'LL STOCK. 12 DIFFERENT STYLES, COIXMIED
AND BLACK.
TO DATE LASTS AND MADE TO FIT CLOSE
AROUND THE ANKLE AND KEEP THE FOOT FROM SLIDING
UP AND DOWN.

tv

MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN S
MEN'S
MEN'S

AND WEATHER.

Generally fair tonight and Wednes

0ES

LOW

I). H. Thurston

Ih

in tin- rli y from
-

Wlnslow visiting his family.
passenJoshua S. Raynolds was
ger for Ias Yogas this morning.
J. II. O'lilelly has returned from an
extended business trip to Kansas City.
PATENT COLT OXFORDS
$3.00 TO $4.00
Dr. F. B. Homero returned
this
RUSSIA CALF OXFORDS
morning from a professional flip to
$2.25 TO $3.50
El Paso.
VICI KID OXFORDS
$1.65 TO $3.50
Regular meeting tonlghl of the FraVELOLR CALF OXFORDS
$2.25 TO $3.50
ternal Order of Eagles. Initiations
and refreshments.
CANVAS .OXFORDS, LEATHER SOLE
$1.50
Miss Oorlne Rlre left Sunday
for her father's home at Kenton,
O., where she will spend the summer.
Mrs. Hertha Rutz and Mrs. B. .1.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS,
McGuire of Helen are upending the
day In the city visiting and shopping.
When purchased at P. F. Trotter's
Mrs. Etta I.lndow
antieipates
grocery store, are sure to bring the leaving the first of next week for
where she will join Mr. I.ln- right flavor to all dishes Into which
dow.
they enter. This Is because we alMrs. Solomon Luna and .Mrs. M. R.
ways procure the best manufactured. Otero have returned from a pleasure
They penetrated the
We find out first what brands are re- trip to Mexico.
liable and personally guarantee them. sister republic as far as the City of
is,

.Mexico.

F. F. TROTTER
",-- !

4.

Nog, 118 and 120 South Second

j

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Mayna d Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'

LEADING JEWELERS

THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND

STREET.

Grand benefit ball by the John A.
Upan Circle No. 1, Indies of the G.
A. R., at Elks' ball room Wednesday.
June fi, at 9 o'clock. Admission, $1.
bcottt s orchestra.
Miss Bessie Strother, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Strother of D17
East Coal avenue, left this morning
for Chicago, where she will Fpend the
summer with relatives.
Attorney E. V, Chaves returned to
the city last night from Long Beach,
Cala., where he accompanied his fam
ily.
Mrs. Chaves and children will
spend the summer In California.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. F. O. lxsey,
of 417 North Seventh street, a boy
weighing eight and one-ha- lf
pounds.
Mr. Ixsey Is one of the clerks ut the
store of H. L. Washburn & Co., the
Second street clothiers.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Ward of Chicago, who have been the guests of
their daughter, Mrs. L. M. Fee, of 415
South Fifth street, the past couple of
weeks left this morning on their return to the Windy City.
There will be an important meeting
of the
Benevolent society tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
in the office of District Attorney F
W. Clancy, at which time all Interested are requested to be In attend,
ance.
The Santa Fe road Is building a new
hotel at Shawnee, Okla., and hopes
to have It ready to be opened by July
1.
Beside guest, bath, dining and
other rooms, the hotel will have a fine
billiard and pool room, a lounging
and other conveniences.
Nathan Barth, the sheep raiser, arrived from the west this morning, accompanied by his daughters, Mr. A.
Tyroler of Los Angeles, and Miss Bertie Barth, who were en route from Los
Angeles to Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Barth
expects to return to his sheep ranch
In the Zunl mountains tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Nowell, who
visited relatives and friends at Santa
Fe, remaining away a week, have returned to the city, and they report
having enjoyed their visit. Mr. NOw- ell has resumed his position as chief
pressman and stereotyper
of The
Evening Citizen.
Miss Ida Midgley, a very popular
young lady who was here visiting her
brother, Fred. Midgley at No. fi17
North Eighth street, left last night on
her return to Colorado Springs, Colo.,
where she is In training for a professional nurse at the Glochner sanitarium. Miss Midgley was here the
past month or six Weeks and made
many friends among both sexes, who
regretted her departure last evening.
The young lady, Miss Mercedes
Chavez, who was married yesterday
to Anthony Stanton, is the daughter
of Hon. Jesus M. Chavez and Virginia Otero de Chavez, who was elected probate judge of this county for
two itorms In succession and who died
in 1S89. He also served as sheriff of
Valencia county before ho cam e to
this county and was a brother of the
claim adjuster of the Santa Fo railroad, Jose G. Chavez.
Non-Sectari-

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued Increase In the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
It, you'll see.

J. H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

LUMBER,

-

Druggists

-

-

'

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

SASH,

-

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

to an advertisement
published clcw here in today's Evening Cltlzrn, it will be seen that Albuquerque ha another undertaking establishment, and that the newcomers.
Adams & Iiilsard. hall from Auburn,
Ind. They have converted the lower
. Strong building,
floor of the W.
corner of Railroad avenue and Fifth
street, Inti convenient 'sections for
the transaction of their business, anil
everything is clean and up to date.
The front office is elegantly appointed, and between It nnd the stockroom
convenient space has been arranged
with front and
for chapel
side entrance. The line of caskets to
ne carried In slock will be of the best,
and Mr. Adams, who will be in charge,
Invites the puollc to call and tie
would be glad to show them the character rf caskets the firm will always
keep In stock. The embalming quar
ters are In the rear of the room, and
will ie ki't scrupulously dean.
R. C. Dilgard, of the firm, will remain at Auburn, Ind., where they
conduct t'he largest furniture and un
dertaking establishment in northern
Indiana. Mr. Adams, with his wife
and daughter, came here a few wooks
ago. and he will have charge of the
local business. They have fitted up
nicely furnished rooms upstairs In the
building, and iir. Adams will always
be close by, 1o answer all day and
night calls.

WANTED Twenty-fiv- e
men at San
Marcial; twenty-fiv- e
men for Grand
Canyon; ten Mexicans, Ash Fork,
Arizona; two carpenters; one stone
mason at Abraham's Employment
agency. 120 West Silver avenue.
LOST,
STRAYED
OR STOLEN
r roni jemez springs, black horse,
branded "H" on left shoulder, "J H"
on left flank, double reversed "P"
on hip. Finder return to Melini &
Eakin, Albuquerque and receive $20
reward.
DR.

HESS STOCK FOOD HAS
THE ELEMENTS NEEDED
FOR INCREASING THE APPETITE,

JUST

PROMOTING

WANTED
AN . EXPERIENCED
DRIVER. SAN JOSE MARKET.
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill, Address, Martin IxVhman,
Las Cruce3,.N. M.
o

Frisco earthquake
Casino tonight.

portrayed at the

Frisco earthquake
Casino tonight.

portrayed at the

o

See the picnic baskets In

Hardware

company's

window.

Frisco earthquake
Casino tonight.

the

Mcln-tos-

display

portrayed at the

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings

for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
nere'.orore. $2.00 to 12.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka ia the only lime
that will not pop, crack or
blister in the wall. See that It is
specula la your contract
sold here

window.

Celebrated

PATENT COLT,

Try

in swell new designs in Oxfords,

Us on

Up-to-Da-

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Adams

$4.00
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Shoes
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Funeral Directors
119
West Gold )

E.L.WASHBURN CO. EI
lll'llt HH'i
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M
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seventeen years.
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TICKETS

WHEN YOU HAVE TO SCRAPE
THE BOTTOM OF YOUR PURSE
WITH A FINE TOOTH COMB EVERY MONTH TO BUY SHOES
FOR
THE LITTLE ONES.
OUR 8PECIAL DOUGLAS SCHOOL
SHOES ARE MADE SPECIALLY
TOUGH
FOR
THE PURPOs
OF
HELPING YOU TO KEEP MONEY
IN THE BANK AGAINST A RAINY

BOUGHT. SOLD

AND

EXCHANGED

Association Offlet

BQSENFIELO'S,

Transactions
Cuarantaad

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

W. M. CHAPLIN'S
SHOE STORE
MEN'S,
WO'
MEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S

DAY.

THEY

CAN ACTUALLY STAND
ROUGH USAGE THAN ANY
SHOES WE EVER SAW.
A PAIR OF THEM ON ONE OF
YOUR BOYS WILL PROVE THIS.
ALL STYLES OF BOYS' SHOES,
SIZES 9 TO 5
$1.75 TO $3.00

FINE SHOES

MORE

No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

London Club

L.IVKRY COMPANY
No. 424 North Second St.

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotKicir
Ufie

Two -- Piece Suits

MmnMmoai

FOR

mmnmmssmmsamsumams

Men and Youths
the greater part- of our two-piesuits, nnd our line of sizes are not complete, we
have placed on sale our entire stock that sold at
regular price from $7.50 to $11.00 at the low price of
As we have sold

The Suit

ce

-

$5.65

The Suit

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

UNDERWEAR
mmastmammmsmawmamssmaswmawmasm

We are showing a large assortment of underwear in
all colors and qualities from 50c a suit to the very
finest at

.. C?0
q Ult

wp33U

Lile

Trun

ItlG Slilt

Suit CaSBS, BaffS
" 'K

""Mc'

SUS."

'

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
J3, U5,

U7

South First Street

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Embalming
Cor-

Is

Our

Fifth Street and

S. T. VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

OPTICIAN

Eye Sight
Specialist

NEW

IN

MEXICO.

4-Mif-

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
vision,' headache
nervous
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

Met N TOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

t

APAIR

Is No Joke

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession In Las Vcks for tho nnst

HAHN & CO.

Whitcomb Springs DellgMful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, every,
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
o
See the picnic baskets in th Mrin.
tosh
Hardware company's display

s

sian leather, in all the new lasts.

Office- - over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a m.. 1:30
to 5 p. in. Auto 'phone 203.

AND

DIGESTION

KEEPING THE STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS
IN
A
HEALTHY
WORKING ORDER.
E. W. FEE, 620
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Mrs. Drooks will give a lawn social
fit her home, S03 West Copper avenue
Wednesday afternoon from 3 to 6
o'clock for the benefit of St. .Trhn'R
Guild. A cordial Invitation is extend
ed to an.

in both black and Rus- -

$3.50

Getting Married

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

TOO LATE TO CLARIFY

Foot Ease, white, black or FIND THE CHICKERINU
STORE
polishes, silk, linen or cotlaces, black or colored.
Wherever you go. you will find the
cure, shoo brushes and shot-tree- piano
that represents flicker
at C. May's Shoe Store, 314 Weft ing & store
Sons to be the best nlaca to
Railroad avenue.
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
The name Chlckerlng Is In itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other maKes it
handles. Tn New Mexico the Ch!ck- erine: Is represented solely by
1
xeszizmtmaawsaidn
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

Allen's
tan shoe
ton shoe
New corn

We have just received a complete line of the
.

Dr.B.m.Williams
.DENTIST.

o
SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain top- Colo,
phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311.
knot partridges, fox and black squirrels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.

NEW OXFORDS FOR MEN
Walkover Low Cut Shoes,

TUESDAY,

By reference;

i

MENNS

& D1LGARD

ADAMS

LOCAL AND

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Specialty
Railroad Ave.
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See Display

OurWindow
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215 West Railroad Avenue
- NEW MEXICO
2
ALBUQUERQUE,
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